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The research presented in this dissertation is aimed at advancing the current 
understanding of the mechanical behavior of three distinct complex soil systems, as 
follows: gas hydrate bearing sediment, partially saturated clay silt and microbially induced 
calcite precipitation treated sands. Particular emphasis is placed on the mechanical 
constitutive modeling of these different soil systems.  
Gas hydrate bearing sediments (GHBS) are considered a potential future energy 
resource. The existence of the ice-like hydrates in the pore space and the associated phase 
change during hydrate dissociation make the modeling of GHBS very challenging. This 
thesis presents two novel constitutive models for GHBS that incorporate a number of 
improvements that allow simulating features of sediments behavior that were not captured 
by previous approaches. First, a simpler model was developed based on the critical state 
soil mechanics theory for strain hardening materials which was enhanced and validated 
with experimental tests involving shearing at constant hydrate saturation. This basic model 
was then upgraded using strain-partition concepts with the aim to achieve a better 
description of GHBS behavior. This model allows tracking the evolution of the 
mechanical contribution from the sediment and hydrate during shearing and dissociation. 
This is a novel aspect that was not considered in previous constitutive models and that 
greatly assists to gain a better understanding about the geomechanical response of this 
complex multiphase material.   
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The progresses and developments made in the constitutive modeling of GHBS 
were adapted and extended to model other two geomaterials of great interest nowadays, 
as follows:    unsaturated soils and treated soils by microbially induced calcite precipitation 
(MICP). The study of unsaturated soils is very relevant as they are often encountered in 
engineering applications. Furthermore, the mechanical behavior of partially saturated soils 
can be very different compared to that of fully saturated ones. The most popular 
framework to study the behavior of unsaturated soils is the so-called Barcelona Basic 
Model (BBM). This is an excellent model able to capture the main features of unsaturated 
soils, however it has some limitations to properly model materials exhibiting dilatancy 
during shearing. This model has been enhanced in this thesis. A critical comparison 
between the performances of these two models is carried out. It is observed that the 
enhanced model is able to satisfactorily capture the complex behavior observed in the lab 
and improve the response of the BBM for this type of soils. Finally, the focus is on the 
study of MICP treated soils.  Microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP) is a 
promising soil improvement technique for improving the performance of soft/loose soils. 
Sand is often the selected host soil in the lab to investigate this type of treatment. The 
mechanical behavior of MICP treated sand is carefully reviewed and an elastoplastic 
constitutive model is proposed for first time. The proposed model is widely validated 
against a number of laboratory experiments under different conditions. Also in this case 
the results are very satisfactory showing that the proposed model is capable of dealing 
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The aim of this chapter is to introduce the readers to the context of the research 
identifying the main aspects of the different soils under study alongside with the main 
objectives of the research and the main activities conducted. Finally, a detailed structure 
of the dissertation is presented. 
1.1 Background 
The background of each soil systems is introduced separately as below. 
1.1.1 Gas hydrate bearing sediments 
Gas hydrate bearing sediments (GHBS) are naturally occurring soils characterized 
by the presence of ice like gas (e.g., CH4 or CO2) hydrates in its pore space (Figure 1-1). 
Methane hydrate is the most common type of gas hydrates in nature. Water molecules 
clustered around methane molecules form a solid compound that are found in marine 
sediments and permafrost regions, where the (high) pressure and (low) temperature 
conditions guarantee the hydrates stability(Collett, 2002; Mahajan et al., 2007). 
Perturbations in pressure, temperature or water-chemistry may move the methane hydrates 
from its stability zone triggering hydrate dissociation (Figure 1-2). Hydrate dissociation is 
accompanied by gas and water production, as well as, by significant changes in the 
sediment structure and mechanical properties. The amount of hydrate in soils is commonly 
evaluated by means of the hydrate saturation (Sh), calculated as the ratio between the 




a)      b) 
 
c)     d) 
Figure 1-1 GHBS occurrence in nature: a) gas hydrates (white) in coarse grain 
sediment (grey); b) pore-filling gas hydrates in sandy sediment; c) gas hydrates in 
fine-grained sediment; d) large chunks or nodules like gas hydrates 





Figure 1-2 Phase boundaries for water-gas mixtures in the pressure-temperature 
space. Adapted from (Sanchez et al, 2014) 
 
 
GHBS represent an attractive source of energy as significant methane reserves are 
found in the form of hydrates. The distribution of GHBS in the world is shown in Figure 
1-3. Recent estimate that the total amount of methane trapped in natural gas hydrates range 
from 3000 to 30,000 Tcm (trillion cubic meters) of carbon at standard temperature and 
pressure, which is a larger hydrocarbon resource than all of the world's oil, natural gas and 
coal resources combined (Beaudoin et al., 2014). Due to the large magnitude of methane 
trapped in the pore space, GHBS are considered to be a significant energy resource for 
future exploitation. There are three mechanisms that can trigger hydrate dissociation thus 
generate methane gas. They are depressurization, thermal injection and chemical 
stimulation. Current methods accepted as feasible for extracting methane gas from GHBS 






Figure 1-3 Global gas hydrates resource potential 
Adapted from (Beaudoin et al., 2014) 
 
 
Despite of the promising future, there exists a number of issues related with GHBS. 
Hydrate dissociation is a complex phenomenon involving changes in fluid pressure, 
effective stresses and mechanical structure of GHBS, which may lead to potential geo-
hazards and engineering problems. For example, massive submarine landslides are in 
occasions related to hydrate dissociation from subsea sediments. This type of phenomenon 
generally involves large areas and may affect pipelines and other submarine infrastructure. 
A number of engineering problems (e.g. blowouts; platform foundation failures; and 
borehole instability) are sometimes triggered by hydrate dissociation. Furthermore, the 
venting of methane to the atmosphere during uncontrolled hydrate dissociation can 
negatively contribute to greenhouse effects (Beaudoin et al., 2014). 
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The issues discussed above have triggered significant research efforts to study the 
properties of GHBS. Numerous experimental study was conducted to understand the 
physical properties of GHBS. However, this type of study has been hindered by the 
instability of hydrate. The cost of field gas production test is enormous and the feasibility 
has to be accessed using numerical tools to reduce the risk of failure. This study focus on 
the geomechanical modeling of GHBS, which is a key component to perform realistic 
analyses of engineering problems involving this type of material. Two innovative 
constitutive mechanical models for GHBS were proposed and validated through a wide 
range of experimental data. 
1.1.2 Unsaturated soils 
Partially saturated soils (or unsaturated soils) are frequently encountered in 
engineering practice. Compared with saturated soils, the mechanical behavior of partially 
saturated soils is more complex due to the existence of both air and water in the pore space 
of the soil (Figure 1-4). The pressures difference between gas and water is known as soil 
suction. Buildings and civil infrastructure involving partially saturated soils can be 
dramatically affected by typical features associated with this type of soil. Therefore, a 
proper understanding and modeling of unsaturated soil behavior is critical for a safe and 




Figure 1-4 Schematic representation of the partially saturated soil 
 Adapted from (Shastri, 2014) 
 
 
In the past twenty years, the mechanical behavior of partially saturated soils has 
attracted the attention of several researches and companies. A critical step forward to 
advance the current understanding of the mechanical behavior of unsaturated soils is to 
conduct high quality experimental campaigns and to analyze the associated results with 
formal constitutive frameworks. In this study, an experimental and constitutive modeling 
collaboration efforts by the candidate and the group from Polytechnic University of 
Catalonia were presented.  
1.1.3 Microbially induced calcite precipitation treated sand 
Microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP) is an innovative biomediated soil 
improvement method that can be used to induce cementation within originally loose and 
collapsible soils such as sand. This method utilizes biogeochemical processes with natural 
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microbe has attracted a lot of attention recently (A Al Qabany & Soga, 2013; Ahmed Al 
Qabany et al., 2011; Bachmeier et al., 2002; Benini et al., 1999; Chou et al., 2011; J. T. 
DeJong et al., 2006; J. T. DeJong, Soga, et al., 2010; Fujita et al., 2010; B. Martinez et al., 
2013; Mitchell & Santamarina, 2005; Stocks-Fischer et al., 1999; Weil et al., 2011). 
Enzymatic hydrolysis of urea of microbes is considered to be the most energy efficient of 
these processes (J. DeJong et al., 2013) and Sporosarcina pasteurii (ATCC 11859), an 
alkalophilic soil bacteria, has been recently used in laboratory studies to produce calcite 
precipitation (i.e. (Barkouki et al., 2011; Feng & Montoya, 2015; M. Li et al., 2013; 
Montoya & DeJong, 2015; Mortensen et al., 2011). Through MICP treatment, bacterially 
induced calcium carbonate can be generated in the void and at the contact of the soil matrix, 
thus creating artificial cementation on original soil matrix.  
The idea of utilizing MICP as a soil improvement method for geotechnical 
problems has become popular recently (M. Burbank et al., 2012; M. B. Burbank et al., 
2011; Cheng & Cord-Ruwisch, 2012; Chu et al., 2013; J. DeJong et al., 2009; J. DeJong 
et al., 2013; J. T. DeJong, Mortensen, et al., 2010; Gray & Sotir, 1996; Hamdan et al., 
2017; Ivanov & Chu, 2008; James et al., 2000; M. Li et al., 2013; Manning, 2008; B. 
Martinez et al., 2013; B. C. Martinez & DeJong, 2009; Mitchell & Santamarina, 2005; L. 
Van Paassen, 2011; L. A. van Paassen, Daza, et al., 2010; L. A. van Paassen, Ghose, et al., 
2010). For example, Whiffin et al. (Whiffin et al., 2007) found significant improvement 
in the behavior of soils treated with MICP in terms of both, strength and stiffness . The 
large-scale experiments conducted by van Paassen et al. (L. A. van Paassen, Ghose, et al., 
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2010) were aimed at investigating the feasibility of MICP as a ground improvement. 
Method. It was observed that the stiffness of the treated sand increase significantly.  
Recent modeling efforts associated with MICP treated soils have been mainly 
focused on the prediction of biogeochemical processes and precipitated calcite distribution 
(Barkouki et al., 2011; Fauriel & Laloui, 2012; B. Martinez et al., 2011; Van Wijngaarden 
et al., 2011, 2012). Despite the substantial interests in MICP, the modeling of the 
mechanical behavior of MICP treated soil is still limited. Fauriel & Laloui (Fauriel & 
Laloui, 2012) developed a bio-chemo-mechanical coupled approach to simulate the 
behavior of MICP treated soils. The mechanical constitutive model is based on non-linear 
elastic framework. Feng and Montoya Feng and Montoya (2015) used the discrete element 
method to study the mechanical behavior of MICP treated sands. In the last section of the 
dissertation, an elastoplastic critical state mechanical model is suggested for simulating 
the behavior of MICP treated sands which is the first of this kind as far as the author knows. 
1.2 Objectives and activities related to the thesis research 
The underlain aim of this research was to progress the current understanding and 
modeling of complex soils behaviors. A first step was to conduct an in-depth review 
related to the behavior of the three soils under study (i.e. GHBS, unsaturated soils, and 
MICP). The focus of the review was on two main aspects: i) the available information 
associated with the experimental behavior of these soils, and ii) the proposed constitutive 
models. A critical review of the available information allowed to identify the gaps on the 
state of the art and (based on it) achieve other of the objectives of this work that it was the 
proposal of new constitutive models capable of capturing the main features of these soils. 
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To assure that the news models were able to properly reproduce the actual soils behavior 
they were compared against available experimental data corresponding to different stress 
paths and tests conditions for the different types of soils considered in this thesis. 
1.3 Outline  
Section 1 of the dissertation provides the general background information about 
the studied soil systems, together with the objectives and outline of this dissertation.  
A thorough literature review related with the mechanical behavior of GHBS is 
presented in Section 2. Section 2 is subdivided into two main parts. The first part presents 
a review of published experimental results related with GHBS. Tests with various 
conditions were studied and the mechanical behavior of GHBS were summarized. The 
second part reviews previous mechanical modeling efforts on this kind of sediment and 
their major characteristic were summarized. 
Section 3 presents a mechanical constitutive model based on the concept of 
Hierarchical Single Surface (HISS) framework. The detailed mathematical formulation of 
the proposed model was firstly presented. Then, the model’s performance was examined 
by comparing the modeling results against experimental data. Various triaxial tests with 
different types of host sediment, hydrate morphology and confining pressure were selected 
to examine the proposed model. 
Section 4 presents an advanced geomechanical constitutive model which 
incorporates stress partition concept, plus a number of inelastic mechanisms. The main 
components of the proposed model were first presented in detail. Then, the application 
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and validation cases selected to study the behavior of GHBS are discussed. The model 
was applied and validated against experimental data from triaxial tests to 1D oedometric 
tests involving different hydrate saturation, hydrate morphology, and confinement 
conditions. Particular attention was paid to model the GHBS behavior during hydrate 
dissociation under loading. 
Section 5 presents a joint effort conducted by the Texas A&M University and 
Polytechnic University of Catalonia to enhance the current understanding of partially 
saturated clay silt. The experimental study centred on the stress-strain response of a 
compacted clayey silt during shearing were conducted by the group from the Division of 
Geotechnical Engineering and Geosciences. Suction controlled triaxial cell with local 
axial and radial instrumentation is used to conduct suction-controlled isotropic and triaxial 
tests under different stress paths. The Barcelona Basic Model (BBM) was adopted as a 
formal tool to analyse the soil response to provide in-depth understanding of this type of 
soil. An enhanced mechanical model is then proposed to improve the current BBM to yield 
better prediction. 
Section 6 presents a comprehensive study of the mechanical behavior of 
microbially induced calcite precipitation treat sand. As an innovative soil improvement 
techniques, it is important to understand the mechanical behavior of MICP treated soil 
before applying in engineering practice. This section first reviewed and summarized the 
mechanical response of MICP treated sand under various laboratory tests. Then, a 
constitutive model which account for these observation is proposed and presented in detail. 
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The model’s performance is examined through comparing model prediction and 
experimental data through a variety of conditions.  
Section 7 presents the main conclusions and discussion of this study. Scope of 


















2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF GHBS 
 
As mentioned in the first chapter, hydrates in the pore space of the sediment may 
dissociate under thermal or depressurization condition. This phase change from solid 
hydrates to gas and water could induced significant structure changes of GHBS which can 
reflect on the mechanical response of the material. In the following sections, experimental 
evidences related to the mechanical behavior of GHBS are presented. The key features of 
GHBS under different stages are discussed in detail. 
2.1 Laboratory test conducted on GHBS-constant saturation 
Triaxial tests at constant hydrate saturation have provided very useful information 
to understand the influence of hydrate saturation and morphology on the mechanical 
behavior of GHBS. The presence of hydrates strongly affects key mechanical properties 
of soils. Gas hydrate increases the shear strength of the sediment. Hydrates specimens 
exhibit a softening behavior (after the peak stress) and more dilation than free hydrate 
samples. The sediment stiffness and strength generally increase with the increase in 
hydrate saturation. It has also been observed that the stiffness of GHBS degrade during 
shearing (Hyodo et al., 2014; Hyodo et al., 2005; Hyodo et al., 2013; Y. Li et al., 2011; 
Masui et al., 2005; Miyazaki et al., 2010; T. S. Yun et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2012).  
Hydrates are generally present in sediments in three main morphology types (Soga 
et al., 2006; Waite et al., 2009): a) cementation (Figure 2-1a); b) pore-filling (Figure 2-1b); 
and c) load-bearing (Figure 2-1c).  
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a)      b) 
 
c) 




Hydrates formed in the cementation mode are typically found at the contact 
between particles. A recent microstructural investigation (Chaouachi et al., 2015) (that 
does not involve any mechanical test), speculates about the actual cementation effects 
provided by the hydrates. However a large number of studies support that hydrates formed 
in the cementing mode do provide bonding between soil particles (Aman et al., 2013; 
Clayton et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2015; J. Lin et al., 2015; Lin et al., 
2017; Liu et al., 2014; Masui et al., 2005; Shmulik Pinkert, 2016; Priest et al., 2009; J. 
Shen et al., 2016; Shen & Jiang, 2016; Z. Shen et al., 2016; S Uchida et al., 2012; Shun 
Uchida et al., 2016; Waite et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2016). For this morphology type, even a 
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small hydrate saturation can significantly contribute to increase the sediment stiffness and 
strength (Dvorkin & Uden, 2004). In hydrate morphology type b), the hydrates nucleate 
on soil grains boundaries and grow freely into the pore space, without bridging two or 
more particles together. This type of hydrates also impacts on the mechanical properties 
of the sediments. When hydrate saturation is above 25%, this morphology turns into the 
load-bearing type c) (Berge et al., 1999; T. Yun et al., 2005; T. Yun et al., 2006). Sediment 
permeability and water storage capacity are significantly affected by the presence of 
hydrates in the load-bearing form (Helgerud et al., 1999). This mode is generally found in 
fine-grained soils and a typical example is the Mallik 5L-38 sediment (Dai et al., 2004).  
Figure 2-2a presents some typical results showing the effect of Sh on stress-strain 
behavior and strain-volumetric response of natural methane hydrate samples under triaxial 
conditions (Masui et al., 2008). The type of hydrate pore-habit (i.e. morphology) also 
affects sediment behavior. For example, the tests conducted by Masui et al. (2005) to study 
the influence of hydrate morphology on the geomechanical response of hydrate bearing 
sediments are shown in Figure 2-2b. Of the three samples investigated in that research, the 
sample without hydrates (i.e. pure sediment) exhibited lower stiffness, strength, and 
dilatancy. The presence of hydrates increases the material stiffness, strength and dilatancy, 








        
a)      b) 
Figure 2-2 Tests on natural and synthetic GHBS in terms of stress-strain behavior 
and volumetric response.  a) specimens prepared at different hydrate saturation 
(Miyazaki et al., 2011); and b) samples prepared with different hydrate 
morphology(Masui et al., 2008) 
 
 
2.2 Laboratory test conducted on GHBS-hydrate dissociation 
Hydrate dissociation experiments under stress have allowed gaining a better 
understanding on the mechanical response of sediments when the presence of hydrates 
vanish or partially disappear. Two types of tests involving hydrate dissociation conducted 
under triaxial and oedemetric loading conditions are briefly discussed in this section. 
Hyodo et al. (2014) adopted a temperature-controlled high pressure triaxial 
apparatus to mimic the formation and dissociation of methane hydrate in the deep seabed. 
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This device was used to conduct a series of triaxial compression tests on synthetic GHBS 
samples under various stress conditions. Toyoura sand was chosen as the host material to 
prepare samples with a similar porosity (i.e., ~40%), and with Sh ranging from ~37% to 
~53%. Firstly, water and sand were mixed to form the specimen at the target density. The 
sample was placed in a freezer to keep it stand and then in a triaxial cell, at the target 
pressure and room temperature. Once the specimen was thawed, methane was injected 
into the specimen, while keeping the cell pressure and temperature condition inside the 
hydrate stability zone. Three experiments were selected in this work for the numerical 
simulations (see Section 5), namely: two triaxial tests at which hydrate dissociation was 
induced at two different initial axial strains (i.e., a=1%, and a=5%), and a third one in 
which the sample was subjected to shearing after the hydrates dissociated completely. 
These tests were conducted under isotropically consolidated specimens, at an effective 
confining stress 'c=5 MPa under drained conditions. Figure 2-3a presents the main 
experimental results in terms of axial strains against both deviatoric stress and volumetric 
strains. In one of the hydrate dissociation tests, the specimen was firstly sheared up to 
q≈8.4 MPa (i.e., at a=1%), then hydrate dissociation was induced at constant stress 
conditions and, once hydrate dissociation was completed, but the shearing continued up 
to a=20%. A similar procedure was followed for the other test, but the maximum 
deviatoric load in this case was q≈12 MPa (i.e., at a=5%). The responses observed under 
these tests conditions are quite different. In the first test, the deviatoric stress after hydrate 
dissociation was smaller than the shear strength of the dissociated sediment, therefore a 
tendency to harden was observed in the subsequent shearing. However, in the second 
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sample (i.e., dissociation induced at a=5%) the deviatoric stress was higher than the 
strength of the dissociated sample. In consequence, a stress-softening behavior was 
observed during the hydrate dissociation stage, with a tendency of the deviatoric stress to 
decrease until reaching the maximum deviatoric stress observed in the already dissociated 
sample. More details about these tests and the associated modeling are presented in 
Section 4.  The other set of experiments corresponds to the tests reported by (Santamarina 
et al., 2015). Two natural core samples were extracted from the Nankai Trough, offshore 
Japan, using the Pressure Core Characterization Tools (PCCT (Santamarina et al., 2012)). 
The tested cores were predominantly sandy- and clayey-silts, but also contained some 
silty-sands. Hydrate saturation ranged from ~15% to ~74%, with significant 
concentrations in the silty-sands samples. The PCCT was able to maintain the GHBS cores 
stable at field conditions. After retrieval, the cores were loaded under oedometric 
conditions and at some point, hydrate dissociation was induced under constant effective 
stress conditions. The mechanical behavior of the HBS specimens before, during and after 
dissociation was recorded. Figure 2-3 shows the results of a typical test in the ‘effective 
stress chamber’ (i.e., the sample coded as ‘core-10P’, with an initial Sh~74%). Prior to 
hydrate dissociation, the specimen was loaded up to an applied effective vertical stress 
'v=3 MPa, then hydrate dissociation was induced via depressurization, maintaining the 
effective stress constant. Once the hydrates were fully dissociated, the specimen was 
loaded up to 'v=9 MPa, and it was unloaded afterwards. A significant volumetric 
collapse-compression deformation was observed during dissociation under load. This test 
and another one with lower hydrate dissociation (i.e., Sh~18%) are modeled and discussed 
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in Section 4. 
 
                           a) 
   
b) 
Figure 2-3 Experimental results: a) drained triaxial tests involving hydrate 
dissociation (Hyodo et al., 2014); b) behavior of a natural GHBS subjected to 




The other set of experiments corresponds to the tests reported by (Santamarina et 
al., 2015). Two natural core samples were extracted from the Nankai Trough, offshore 
Japan, using the Pressure Core Characterization Tools (PCCT (Santamarina et al., 2012)). 
The tested cores were predominantly sandy- and clayey-silts, but also contained some 
silty-sands. Hydrate saturation ranged from ~15% to ~74%, with significant 
concentrations in the silty-sands samples. The PCCT was able to maintain the GHBS cores 
stable at field conditions. After retrieval, the cores were loaded under oedometric 
conditions and at some point, hydrate dissociation was induced under constant effective 
stress conditions. The mechanical behavior of the HBS specimens before, during and after 
dissociation was recorded. Figure 2-3 shows the results of a typical test in the ‘effective 
stress chamber’ (i.e., the sample coded as ‘core-10P’, with an initial Sh~74%). Prior to 
hydrate dissociation, the specimen was loaded up to an applied effective vertical stress 
'v=3 MPa, then hydrate dissociation was induced via depressurization, maintaining the 
effective stress constant. Once the hydrates were fully dissociated, the specimen was 
loaded up to 'v=9 MPa, and it was unloaded afterwards. A significant volumetric 
collapse-compression deformation was observed during dissociation under load. This test 
and another one with lower hydrate dissociation (i.e., Sh~18%) are modeled and discussed 
in Section 4. 
2.3 Previous modeling efforts 
Geomechanics is a key component in the numerical modeling of engineering 
problems involving GHBS. Several types of mechanical constitutive models for hydrate 
bearing sediment have been proposed in the last few years. Only a few of them are 
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discussed below. For example, Miyazaki et al. (2012) suggested a nonlinear elastic model 
for hydrate bearing sands based on the Duncan-Chang model (e.g.,(Duncan & Chang, 
1970)). The Mohr–Coulomb (MC) model has been adopted by several researchers to 
describe the behavior of GHBS. For instance, Rutqvist and Moridis (2007) simulated the 
geomechanical changes during gas production from GHBS undergoing depressurization-
induced dissociation using a modified MC model. Klar et al. (2010) proposed a single-
phase elastic–perfectly plastic MC model for hydrate soils based on the concept of 
effective stress that incorporates an enhanced dilation mechanism. Pinkert and Grozic 
(2014, 2015) proposed a model based on a non-linear elastic model (dependent on Sh) and 
the MC failure criterion. This model was able to fit well Miyazaki et al. (2011) 
experimental data. This model was used to simulate wellbore stability problems and 
accounted for the effect of Sh on mechanical strength and stiffness. The extension of MC 
type models to deal with hydrates is generally carried out by incorporating a dependency 
of the cohesion with the hydrate concentration (i.e. (Klar et al., 2010; S Pinkert & Grozic, 
2014; Rutqvist & Moridis, 2007)). However, Pinkert 2016 showed that by using the 
Rowe’s stress-dilatancy theory (Rowe, 1962), it was possible to model the behavior of 
hydrates without the need of enhancing the cohesion with the increase of Sh. As it is well-
known, MC type models cannot capture plastic deformations before failure and are unable 
to simulate positive (compressive) plastic deformations.  
The model based on the Modified Cam-Clay (MCC) framework proposed by 
Sultan and Garziglia (Sultan & Garziglia, 2011) was validated against the experimental 
data reported by Masui et al. (Masui et al., 2005; Masui et al., 2008). This model was 
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calibrated against experimental data gathered from triaxial tests on synthetic hydrate 
sediments(Masui et al., 2005). The global performance of the model was satisfactory. 
However, it was unable to capture the softening behavior observed in these experiments. 
The critical state model for GHBS proposed by Uchida et al. (2012, 2016) is based on the 
MCC model and its validation was performed using published experiments conducted at 
constant hydrate saturation. Lin et al. (2015) developed a critical state model based on the 
‘spatial mobilized plane’ framework and sub-loading concepts. The performance of this 
model was satisfactory when compared against triaxial test data from laboratory-
synthesized samples and also from field specimens extracted from Nankai Trough, Japan 
(Masui et al., 2005; Masui et al., 2008). Kimoto et al. (Kimoto et al., 2007) proposed an 
elasto–viscoplastic model to analyze ground deformations induced by hydrate dissociation. 
The discrete element method has also been used to simulate the mechanical behavior of 
GHBS (e.g.,(Jiang et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2014; J. Shen et al., 2016; 
Shen & Jiang, 2016; Z. Shen et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016)). All the mechanical models 
discussed above have been used to simulate tests performed at constant hydrate saturation. 
2.4 Discussion 
The mechanical behavior of GHBS is highly complex because its response not 
only depends on the amount of hydrate, but also on the type of pore habit (i.e., cementing, 
pore-filling, or load-bearing s). It was observed that the behavior of GHBS during hydrate 
dissociation (and after it) depends on stress level. It has also been suggested that hydrate 
bonding effects can be damaged during shearing (J. Lin et al., 2015; S Uchida et al., 2012; 
Shun Uchida et al., 2016). The progressive stiffness degradation in tests involving GHBS 
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is generally very evident. Figure 2-4a illustrates the phenomenon of hydrate damage 
during shearing. Hydrate dissociation is also accompanied by profound changes in the 
sediment structure. Figure 2-4b shows schematically the expected changes in the soil 
structure that lead to the collapse compression deformations observed during dissociation 
under normally consolidated conditions (e.g., Figure 2-3b). To summarize, the mechanical 
response of GHBS is highly non-linear, controlled by multiple inelastic phenomena that 
depends on hydrate saturation, sediment structure, and stress level. In the following 
section, two advanced constitutive mechanical models for GHBS are presented. The 















                                   Shearing    Hydrate damage 
  
a) 
             Hydrate dissociation    Sediment collapse 
     
b) 
Figure 2-4 a) Schematic representation of the hydrate damaged during shearing; b) 









3 HIERARCHICAL CRITICAL STATE MODEL 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The constitutive model for HBS presented here is based on the Hierarchical Single 
Surface (HISS) framework (Desai, 1989; Desai, 1995).  Some key ingredients proposed 
by Uchida et al. (2012) to deal with particular features of GHBS are incorporated into the 
model, namely: sub-loading concepts (Hashiguchi, 1977); cementing effects associated 
with the presence of hydrates; and bonding damage. The resulting approach is called 
hereafter Hierarchical Single Surface -Methane Hydrate (HISS-MH) model. 
3.2 Model description 
The HISS-MH model involves a single and continuous yield surface, which can 
have different shapes depending on the adopted parameters. The HISS yield surface (F) is 
expressed as: 
2 22 2 2
2





F q p p p
M
           (3-1) 
where a and  are constants; n is the parameter related to the transition from 
compressive to dilative volume change; p’ and q are the mean effective and deviatoric 
stresses, respectively; M is the slope of critical line in the q-p’ space (Figure 3-1); pc is the 
effective pre-consolidation pressure. 
An advantage of the HISS is its flexibility to adapt the shape of the yield surface 
to the particular conditions of the soil under investigation by modifying three parameters 
(a, and n). Figure 3-1 shows some of the possible yield surfaces that can be adopted with 
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this model, and Table 3-1 presents the corresponding parameters. Note that the Modified 
Camclay Model (MCC) yield surface corresponds to a particular case of this model. 
 
Table 3-1 Different shape of yield surface 
Parameters YS1 (MCC) YS2 YS3 YS4 
a 3 3 3 3 
n 1 3 5 1 









Figure 3-1 Different HISS yield surface options 
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As in other typical soil mechanic models, the increment of the elastic volumetric 
strains depend directly on the increment of the mean effective stress (p’) through the 





                       (3-2) 
where v  is the specific volume ( v  =1+e, where e is the void ratio); and  is the 
slope of the unloading/reloading line in the e-log(p)’ space. Deviatoric elastic strains and 
stresses relate through the shear modulus (Gs). It is also assumed that the hardening law is 












        (3-3) 
where λ  is the slope of the normal compression line in the e-log(p)’ space. For the 
sake of the simplicity, an associated flow rule is assumed in this paper (i.e. F coincide 










                                           (3-4) 
where is the plastic multiplier and ' is the effective Cauchy’s stress tensor. 
An additional mechanism is added to the HISS model to account for the increase 
of strength and dilation observed in hydrate bearing sediments. This phenomenon can be 
associated with the cementing effects induced by the hydrates in the pore structure (Uchida 
et al., 2012). This mechanism will induce an isotropic expansion of the yield surface, with 
the related enhancement of the sediment strength (Figure 3-2). The relationship adopted 
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in this paper is based on the empirical equations proposed by Uchida et al. (2012) as an 
evolution law in terms of a hardening variable (pd), as follows:  
 d Hp S

                                             (3-5) 
where pd controls the increase of the sediment strength associated with the presence 
of hydrates; and  are constants that describe the degree of hydrate contribution to the 
hardening law; is a damage factor that varies between 1 (maximum bonding effect 
provided by the hydrate) and 0 (no bonding effect). It is also assumed that the strength 
enhancement can be degraded during yielding. This degradation effect is incorporated by 
defining the following evolution law for 
p
qd d    ε         (3-6) 
where  is a parameter that defines the rate of mechanical damage and dpq is the 
plastic deviatoric strain.  
The proposed model is able to account for different hydrate morphologies by 
defining different values of and The parameter can be used to consider the effect 
of hydrate morphology in the modeling, parameter to account for the effect of hydrate 
saturation, and parameter  to simulate rate of bonding degradation. More details about 
these model parameters are presented at the end of this Section and in the application cases.   
The yield function of the HISS-MH model incorporating the strength enhancement 
effects related to the presence of methane hydrate can be written as: 
 
2 2 2 2 2
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            (3-7) 
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Sub-loading concepts are introduced in the model formulation to improve two 
main aspects: i) to simulate irrecoverable strains that may occur when the stress state is 
inside the yield surface (aspect that cannot be modeled with a standard elasto-plastic 
model), and ii) to predict a smooth transition between elastic and plastic states, particularly 
in soils that exhibit dilatancy (as it is well-known, conventional critical state model 
predicts a sharp transition in those cases, that is not very representative of the actual soil 
behavior). According to Hashiguchi (1989), the sub-loading surface ratio R (with 0 1R  ) 
can be incorporated in the definition of the yield surface, leading to: 
 2 2 2 2
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       (3-8) 
where the changes in R are defined through the following evolution law:  
dR lnR pd  ε         (3-9) 
where |dp| is the norm of the (total) plastic strain vector and    is a sub-loading 
parameter associated with any plastic deformations that may develop inside initial yield 
surface. The sub-loading surface is sketched in Figure 3-2. Through this plastic 
mechanism, it is possible to model the irreversible strains generally observed when the 
stress state is inside the yield surface and also to introduce a smooth transition between 




Figure 3-2 Yield surfaces incorporating sub-loading concepts 
 
 
To ensure that the stress state remains on the yield surface during yielding the 
consistency condition is enforced: 
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     (3-10) 
By substituting the flow rule Eq. (3-4) into the consistency condition Eq. (3-10), 
the plastic multiplier can be expressed as: 
 
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  (3-11) 
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The effective stress-strain relationship can be obtained after multiplying the elastic 
constitutive matrix (De)De time the elastic strains; which in turns can be obtained as the 
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=   (3-15) 
For the sake of the completeness, the influence of temperature on the description 
of the sediment behavior is added, the Eq. (3-13) can be extended to consider 










σ D ε D+        (3-16) 
The temperature-dependent behavior of methane hydrate sediments (e.g. Hyodo et 
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where np is porosity, T is the thermal expansion coefficient of hydrate sediment 
and  is the Kronecker’s delta vector  1,1,1,0,0,0
T
. 
The mechanical behavior of GHBS is very complex and depends on a number of 
factors, amongst others, stress level, stress history, hydrate concentration, and hydrate 
morphology. Therefore, an advanced elasto-plastic model with several evolution laws and 
parameters (as the one presented above) is generally required to capture the main features 
of sediment behavior observed in the lab/field. Some of the model parameters can be 
directly determined from experiments, but some others require an indirect estimation by 
fitting experimental observations. The procedure followed in this study to obtain the 
model parameters is briefly discussed below.  
The first step is to determine the parameters associated with the ‘hydrate-free’ 
sediment. An elastoplastic critical state model was adopted in this work, therefore the 
determination of the model parameters (i.e. , , Gs, po, and M) follows the typical 
procedure used in soils mechanics for this type of model. The only difference here is that 
the HISS yield surface and plastic potential were adopted. Considering that the MCC is a 
particular case of the HISS model, the procedure followed hereafter was to determine 
firstly the parameters associated with MCC. If the MCC response is satisfactory, there is 
no need to change the model and the MCC is adopted to describe the behavior of the pure 
sediment. However, if the MCC performance is not optimal or acceptable, the advantage 
of the HISS model flexibility was taken to adapt the shape of the yield surface or plastic 
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potential to enhance the model performance. An example of how this can be done is 
presented in Case 2 below (i.e. Section 3.3.2).  
The parameters related to the effect of hydrates on sediment behavior are a bit 
more difficult to determine. The model incorporates evolution laws capable of considering 
in the (macroscopic) modeling, aspects related to the GHBS structure (as e.g. Sh and pore 
habit). Eq. 3-5 encompasses two parameters,  and plus a variable which in turns 
depend on the parameter  through Eq.3-6. These parameters are associated with the 
increase of preconsolidation pressure and sediment strength with the presence of gas 
hydrates. Parameters  and can be used to account for the effect of Sh on GHBS response 
(i.e. for a given hydrate morphology), and the parameter  can be used to model the effect 
of pore habit (i.e. for a given Sh). For example, in the analysis presented in this paper a fix 
value of was assumed for all the simulations (i.e. =1.6). The effect of SH in HBS 
behavior (i.e. Cases 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) was considered by means of the parameter  and the 
parameter was used to account for the effect of hydrate morphology (i.e. Case 3.3.1). 
he parameter also controls the rate of mechanical damage. It was considered that the 
rate of mechanical damage increases with Sh, and it was also assumed that for the 
cementing morphology the rate of damage is higher than the pore-filling one. Generally, 
these parameters cannot be directly determined from experiments, and a number of tests 
(ideally three or more) are necessary to estimate them indirectly. The Case 3.3.3 shown 
how some tests can be used to estimate the model parameters (i.e. by back-analyzing the 
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experimental data) and other tests can be used to validate the predicting capabilities of the 
proposed approach (i.e. by using the previously determined parameters).  
An additional issue associated with the selection of model parameters for GHBS 
is that the available data base is quite limited (at least when compared with the information 
existent for other types of soils and rocks). It is anticipated that as more experimental 
evidence become available and more insight on the behavior of GHBS is gained, a better 
estimation of model parameters could be achieved.  
3.3 Model application 
The performance of the model presented in Section 3.2 was evaluated against 
available experimental data involving a variety of tests, some of them published quite 
recently. The stress integration method proposed by (Sloan, 1987) was adapted for the 
specific characteristics of this model . All the analyses presented in this paper correspond 
to the ‘point integration level’ type. The model was compared first against tests conducted 
on synthetic samples prepared at a similar hydrate saturation (i.e. Sh ~ 0.41), but with two 
different type of hydrate pore habits (i.e. pore-filling and cementing forms). The tests were 
performed at a relatively low confinement (i.e. effective cell pressure '3 ~ 1 MPa). Then, 
the capability of the model to reproduce the behavior of natural samples was explored 
looking at the effect of hydrate saturation at relatively low confinement as well ('3 ~ 1.5 
MPa). In this case, the model results using HISS yield surface were compared against the 
results obtained from the MCC yield surface to analyze the advantages of the adopted 
approach. Finally, the model was compared against experimental data gathered from 
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synthetic samples prepared at different hydrate saturation (i.e. from free-hydrate samples 
to specimens with Sh~ 53%), and tested at relatively high cell pressures (i.e. '3 ~ 5 MPa). 
The main analyses are presented in the following Sections. 
3.3.1 Case 1-Morphology effect 
Masui et al. (2005) conducted several triaxial compression tests using synthetic 
methane hydrate specimens. The samples containing synthetic methane hydrate were 
produced from two types of host specimen mixture of Toyoura sand: i) mixture of sand 
with ice (using the ice-seed method, and ii) mixture of sand with water (using the partial 
water saturation method). It can be anticipated that the ice-seed method will produce gas 
hydrates where the pore-filling habit is dominant, and that the partial water saturation 
method will form hydrates sediments where the cementing habit will be dominant. The 
sediments formed using these two methods were confined in a triaxial pressure vessel that 
replicates the pore pressure conditions equivalent to a depth of approximately 800m below 
the sea. Drained tests were conducted under a constant temperature of 278 °K and an 
effective confining pressure of 1.0 MPa. 
A triaxial compression test using pure Toyoura sand (i.e. with no hydrate) was 
chosen, plus two more experiments involving synthetic specimens, one of them with 
hydrate in pore-filling dominating habit and the other one in which the effect of the hydrate 
was mainly cementing. The porosity (n) values reported by Masui et al. (2005) were 
between 37.7 and 42.4% and the hydrate saturation was practical identical in both tests 
(i.e., Sh = 0.409 for the pore-filling case and Sh = 0.410 for the cementing one).  
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Figure 3-3 shows the stress-strain relationship and volumetric behavior of the 
selected tests showing with symbols the experiments and with lines the model outputs. A 
marked increase in the initial stiffness and strength is observed for the pore-filling and 
cementing samples. It is clear that the enhancement in stiffness, strength and dilatancy is 
higher in cementing samples. The parameter was used to account for the effect of 
hydrate morphology considering that the ‘cementing’ hydrate morphology has a stronger 
impact on hydrate strength than the ‘pore-filling’ one, and therefore a higher value of 
was adopted for the case cementing (i.e. 42) than for the pore-filling case (i.e. 22). 
It is also considered that degradation parameter  dependents on hydrate morphology. A 
higher value of  is associated with a faster degradation of pd; which is the case of the 
cementing pore habit. The critical state parameters (such as the slopes of critical state line, 
normal compression and unloading/reloading lines) are the same for both cases since they 
are considered independent of hydrate morphology. The response provided by the MCC 
was considered satisfactory; therefore, it was not needed to change the shape (i.e. ellipse) 
of the yield surface and plastic potential. The main parameters adopted for the numerical 








Table 3-2 Model parameters adopted in the modeling 
Properties Pure sand Pore-filling Cementing 
M 1.07 1.07 1.07 
 0.16 0.16 0.16 
 0.004 0.004 0.004 
pc (MPa) 12 12 12 
n 1 1 1 
a 3 3 3 
 -1/9 -1/9 -1/9 
SH 0 0.41 0.41 
 - 22 42 
 - 1.6 1.6 
 - 1.5 3.5 





     
Figure 3-3 Modeling and experimental results: a) stress strain behavior, b) volumetric 
response. Experimental data from Masui et al. (2005) 
 
 
It can be observed that the model is able to capture very well the different features 
of GHBS behavior observed in these experiments, between the pore-filling and cementing 
specimens, particularly in terms of peak deviatoric stresses. The model also captures well 
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the tendencies observed in terms of soil dilatancy, with slight under-prediction for the case 
of higher Sh. 
3.3.2 Case 2-Natural core sediment 
The second set of tests selected to validate the proposed HISS-MH model involves 
natural hydrate samples studied by (Yoneda et al., 2015). To investigate the mechanical 
behavior of natural gas-hydrate-bearing sediments, several core samples were extracted 
from the Eastern Nankai Trough. Two different core-handling methods were adopted in 
this study, as follows:"LN2 core" and "CH4 purge LN2 core". It should be noted that both 
methods require the core samples to be depressurized at atmospheric pressure for a short 
period of time, which might cause hydrate dissociation, thus causing disruptions on the 
mechanical behavior of the sample.  
Core No 7 (i.e. LN2 core method) and N
o 9 (i.e. CH4 purge LN2 core method), with 
hydrate saturation around 38% and 79%, respectively, were tested under triaxial drained 
conditions. The in-situ hydrate saturation was in the range 65 to 90% for Core No 7. 
However, just before the mechanical test the hydrate saturation was around 38%, this drop 
in Sh can be associated with handling of the specimen. Moreover, many fractures and 
cracks were observed in the CT image, which means that the soil structure was affected 
during its manipulation before testing. For Core No 9, the in-situ hydrate saturation was in 
the range of 70 to 95%, and Sh at test condition was around 79%. Furthermore, no fractures 
or cracks were observed in the CT scanning of the sample, which suggest that the 
conditions of the Core No 9 just before the test were very close to the in-situ ones. Based 
on the fact that the state of these two cores were different at the beginning of the tests, the 
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samples were considered as different materials during the modeling. Note that the focus 
in this Section is on the comparison of MCC and HISS model’s performances.   
Table 3-3 presents the main soil index properties, alongside with the more relevant 
in-situ and testing conditions related to these samples and experiments.  
 














No.7 Silty sand 1.5 CD 26.4 44.1 38 
No.9 Silty sand 1.5 CD 22.7 39.4 79 
 
 
Figure 3-4 presents the experimental stress-strain behavior and volumetric 
response of the natural hydrate-bearing core samples discussed above (with symbols) 
together with the model results (with lines). As in other cases, the MCC was initially 
adopted to reproduce the observed experimental behavior. It is noticeable that the Core No 
9 (with higher Sh) exhibits a much higher peak strength and a more noticeable 
enhancement in stiffness and dilatancy than Core No 7. Since the dominant soils in both 
specimens are silty sand and considering that both cores were extracted from almost the 
same depth and around the same location, it is reasonable to assume the pore habit of these 
two samples are similar. To model these different responses, it was considered the 
dependence of on hydrate concentration. Considering the high concentration of hydrate 
in Core No 9, it was assumed that this specimen has a higher damage rate on shearing than 
Core No 7, and therefore a higher  was adopted. Considering two aspects: i) a fix value 
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of =1.6 was adopted for all the simulations in this paper, and ii)  depends mainly in 
hydrate pore habit, even though that part of Core No 7 might have dissociated during the 
handling process, the pore habit is assumed to remain the same, thus a unique value of 
=12 for Core No 7 and Core No 9 was adopted.  
It is clear that the MCC performance is not very satisfactory in this case. Figure 
4-4a&b show that for both hydrate saturations the model under predicts the material 
strength. As for the volumetric behavior (i.e. Figure 3-4 c & d), the model slightly over-
predict sediment dilation. This implies that any change in the parameters controlling the 
sediment strength and dilation enhancement (i.e. parameters and ), may improve the 
model prediction in terms of strength, but it will also increase the dilation and softening 
predictions, up to values that may be not acceptable. Figure 3-4 e & f shows the stress 











a) b)  
c)  d)  
   e)   f)  
Figure 3-4 Modified Cam-Clay model results: a) stress strain relationship specimen 
Sh =38%; b) stress strain relationship specimen Sh =79%; c) volumetric response 
specimen Sh =38%; d) volumetric response specimen Sh =79%; e) stress path and 
yield surface evolution specimen Sh =38%; and f) stress path and yield surface 
evolution specimen Sh =79%. Experimental data from (Yoneda et al., 2015) 
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To improve the model performance, the HISS model flexibility was explored by 
changing the shape of the yield surface and plastic potential to obtain more satisfactory 
results. Figure 3-5 shows the initial HISS yield surface suggested for the two cores, 
together with the MCC ones for comparisons purposes only. Figure 3-6 presents results 
similar to the ones introduced in Figure 3-4 for the MCC, but in this case for the HISS 
yield surface. The model performance is evidently more satisfactory in this case, with 
better perditions in terms of sediment stiffness, strength and softening behavior (i.e.Figure 
3-6 a & b) as well as in terms of volumetric behavior (i.e. Figure 3-6 c & d). Table 3-4 
lists the parameters adopted in all the simulations. As shown, the HISS-MH model provide 
enough flexibility to satisfactorily reproduce the mechanical behavior of two natural 
samples from Nankai Trough. 
 
a)    b)    
Figure 3-5 Initial yield surfaces adopted for MCC and HISS a) specimen Sh 38%; 






Table 3-4 Parameter adopted in the modeling 
Sh=38% 
Properties HISS MCC 
M 1.21 1.21 
 0.13 0.13 
 0.008 0.008 
pc (MPa) 12 12 
n 0.95 1 
a 3 3 
 -0.15 -1/9 
Sh 0.38 0.38 
 12 12 
 1.6 1.6 
 1.0 1.0 




Properties HISS MCC 
M 1.21 1.21 
 0.13 0.13 
 0.008 0.008 
pc (MPa) 12 12 
n 0.95 1 
a 3 3 
 -0.15 -1/9 
Sh 0.79 0.79 
 12 12 
 1.6 1.6 
 3.5 3.5 









a)  b)  
c)   d)  
e)     f)  
Figure 3-6 HISS model results: a) stress strain relationship specimen Sh =38%; b) 
stress strain relationship specimen Sh =79%; c) volumetric response specimen Sh 
=38%; d) volumetric response specimen Sh =79%; e) stress path and yield surface 
evolution specimen Sh =38%; and f) stress path and yield surface evolution 




3.3.3 Case 3-Different hydrate saturation  
The third and final set of experimental data studied in this research corresponds to 
the tests reported by Hyodo et al. (2013). They conducted series of triaxial compression 
tests on synthetic methane hydrate-bearing sand in order to study the mechanical behavior 
of GHBS. Toyoura sand was chosen as the host material. The global porosity of all the 
samples were quite similar (n ~ 40%). The following Sh were investigated: 0; 24.2; 35.1; 
and 53.1 %. The effective confining pressure for all the tests was 5 MPa and the 
temperature during the experiments was around 5 °C. The main test conditions in this 
experimental study are summarized in Table 3-5.  
 
Table 3-5 Test conditions for triaxial compression tests 
Effective confining 
pressure (MPa) 
















Figure 3-7 shows the responses of specimens with different hydrate saturations in 
terms of deviatoric stress (Figure 3-7a), axial and volumetric strains (Figure 3-7b), for 
samples that where isotropically consolidated first and subjected to shearing afterwards. 
It is observed that most of specimens shown a dominant compressive volume change and 
strain hardening behavior at this (relatively high) level of confining pressure. Only the 
sample with the higher hydrate saturation (i.e., Sh=53.1%) presents a notorious dilative 
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behavior. Also in these tests, a marked increase in the initial stiffness and shear strength 
is observed with the increase of hydrate saturation of the samples.  
a)  
b)  
Figure 3-7 Modeling the drained triaxial tests on synthetic samples using the HISS 
MH model: a) stress strain behavior, b) volumetric response. Experimental data 
from Hyodo et al. (2013) 
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The behavior of the pure (free-hydrate) sediment was modeled first using the MCC, 
but the model performance was not very satisfactory, so a procedure similar to the one 
explained in Section 4.2 was adopted to find a more convenient yield surface.  Afterwards, 
the sample with Sh =24.2% was modeled and the parameters were determined after back-
analyzing the experimental data. Table 3-6 lists the parameters used in the numerical 
simulations. Finally, the other two experiments (i.e. Sh =35.1% and Sh =53.1%) were used 
to validate the model by predicting the soil behavior without changing the parameters 
adopted in the previous stages. The model performance can be considered very 
satisfactory in these analyses. There is only a slight under-prediction of the dilatant 
behavior for the specimen prepared at a Sh =53.1%. 
 
Table 3-6 Parameters adopted in the modeling 
Properties Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 
M 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 
λ  0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 
  0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 
( )
c
MPap  10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
n  0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
a  3 3 3 3 
  -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 
SH 0 0.242 0.351 0.531 
  - 31 31 31 
  - 1.6 1.6 1.6 
  - 1.0 1.0 1.0 







3.4 Conclusion and discussion  
In this section, a constitutive model for hydrate bearing soil was presented. The 
core of the proposed model includes: a HISS critical state framework, sub-loading 
concepts for modeling the plastic strains generally observed inside the yield surface and a 
hydrate enhancement factor to account for the cementing effects provided by the presence 
of hydrates in sediments. The model was developed in the framework of elasto-plastic 
theory for strain hardening/softening soils, incorporating bonding and damage effects. The 
formal full mathematical framework was presented and discussed in detail. 
The model performance against published experimental data was also investigated 
using a variety of available tests, some of them published quite recently. The tests 
involving different hydrate saturations (i.e., from free-hydrate samples up to Sh=79%), 
different types of hydrate pore habits (i.e., pore filling and cementing morphologies) and 
different range of confinement conditions (i.e. '3 from 1 MPa up to 5 MPa). It was 
observed that the model was able to reproduce quite satisfactorily the enhanced stiffness 
and strength induced by the presence of methane hydrate in the sediment pore space, as 
well as the soil dilatancy observed in the triaxial experiments. The model was also capable 
of capturing the difference in the mechanical response associated with different Sh values 
and also with the type of hydrate morphology. This model also performs well under 
different ranges of confining pressure. Under low confining conditions, it was observed 
that the hydrate sediment behaved mainly as a strain softening material, with a marked 
dilatant behavior. While at higher confinements, the GHBS samples tended to act mainly 
as a strain hardening material, with contraction under shearing loads, this response was 
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particularly true for samples with not very high hydrate saturation (i.e. Sh < 35%). In spite 
of some minor issues, it can be considered that the global response of the HISS-MH model 



















4 ADVANCED GHBS MODEL WITH STRESS-PARTITION 
  
4.1 Introduction 
In this section, a more advanced constitutive model based on critical state and 
stress-partition framework is presented. The stress-partition concept proposed by Pinyol 
et al. (Pinyol Puigmartí et al., 2007) for clayed cementing materials is adapted for 
describing the behavior of GHBS. The main reason behind the selection of this model is 
that it is extremely well suited to deal with materials that have two main constituents (i.e. 
‘hydrates’ and ‘sediments’ in this case), feature that is not considered in the previous 
model HISS-MH model in section 3. The model allows to explicitly define specific 
constitutive models and evolutions laws for each one of those two compounds with the 
corresponding variables. The modeling of the hydrates can be well represented by a 
damage model that is able to account for the material degradation induced by loading and 
hydrate dissociation. As for the sediment skeleton, a model based on critical state soil 
mechanics concepts is adopted, which is an appropriate approach for describing the 
elastoplastic behavior of the soils. The particular constitutive equations adopted hereafter 
are based on a modification of the HISS elasto-plastic model (C. Desai, 1989; C. Desai et 
al., 1986; C. S. Desai, 2000; Gai & Sancehz, 2016; Gai & Sánchez, 2017; Sanchez & Gai, 
2016; Xuerui & Marcelo, 2017). The proposed framework also incorporates sub-loading 
and dilation enhancement concepts.  
Therefore, the proposed model takes in account two basic aspects related to the 
presence of hydrates in soils: i) it considers that hydrates contribute (together with the soil 
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skeleton) to the mechanical stability of the sediment, the stress partition concept is used 
to compute this contribution; and ii) it contemplates that the presence of hydrates alters 
the mechanical behavior of sediments (e.g., providing hardening and dilation enhancement 
effects), inelastic mechanisms are incorporated into a critical state model for the sediment 
to account for these effects.  
4.2 Model description 
The main model components and its mathematical formulation are detailed below, 
introducing firstly some basic relationships, detailing afterwards the specific constitutive 
models for the hydrates and sediment, and developing finally the global stress-strain 
equations.  
4.2.1 Basic relationships 
The stress-partition concept (Pinyol Puigmartí et al., 2007) was adopted to develop 
the basic relationships. The total volume of the sample (V) can be computed as:  
s h fV V V V           (4-1) 
where Vs is the volume of sediment skeleton, Vh is the volume of hydrate, Vf is the 






Figure 4-1 Schematic representation of GHBS 
 
 






   
         (4-2) 
where the superscript v indicates volumetric strains. The volumetric strain of 
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   
        (4-4)
 
where Ch is the volumetric concentration of methane hydrate; which in turns is 
equal to the porosity () times the hydrate saturation (i.e., Ch= Sh). From equations (4-
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2) and (4-4), the total volumetric strain accounting for both the sediment skeleton (i.e., 
subscript ss) and the hydrates deformations can be calculated as: 
v v v
ss h hC             (4-5) 
In a similar fashion, the deviatoric strains can be computed as: 
q q q
ss h hC             (4-6) 
The relationships that link hydrates and soil skeleton strains are proposed 
following an approach similar to (Pinyol Puigmartí et al., 2007): 
v v
h ss             (4-7)
 
q q
h ss             (4-8)
 
where  is the strain partition variable that evolves during loading. The evolution 
law for this variable is presented in Section 4-2-2. From these equations, it can be 
anticipated that when the sediment skeleton deforms, the local hydrate strain reduces if  



















          (4-10) 









         (4-11) 
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In the following sections, the specific constitutive models for the hydrate and 
sediment skeleton are discussed. 
4.2.2 Constitutive model for hydrate 
The damage theory is an appropriate framework to describe the degradation 
process of geomaterials subjected to loading (Kachanov & Krajcinovic, 1987). Isotropic 
scalar damage models track the degradation behavior of materials via damage variables. 
Loading degradation occurs when the stress state arrives to a predefined threshold. As 
mentioned above, previous studies suggested that hydrate can be damaged during shearing 
(J. Lin et al., 2015; S Uchida et al., 2012; Shun Uchida et al., 2016). It is also assumed 
here that the material degradation takes place during hydrate dissociation. When the 
stresses are below a pre-established threshold, a linear elastic response of the material is 
assumed via the following relationships: 
0h h hσ D ε          (4-12)
 
where h corresponds to the stresses taken by the hydrate and Dh0 is the methane 
hydrate elastic constitutive matrix of the intact material, as follows: 
0 0 0 0 0 0
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0hK  and 0hG  are the bulk and shear moduli, of the intact hydrate, 
respectively. A logarithmic isotropic damage variable (L: 0L   ) is introduced to 
account for the damage induce by loading (Fernandez & Santamarina, 2001). The 
following expressions can be adopted for damaged states:  
0
L
h h hh he
 σ Dε εD
        (4-14)
 
where Dh is the methane hydrate constitutive matrix. 
It is assumed that the material damage and the subsequent changes in L can be 
related to the variation in the energy (per unit of volume) stored in the hydrates (Carol et 
al., 2001)). This energy can be defined as the elastic secant energy that would be recovered 





h h h h hu p q           (4-15) 
The hydrate damage locus is defined by a threshold value ‘ 0r ’ of the secant elastic 
energy that can be represented by an ellipse in the ‘ph-qh’ space. The hydrate stiffness 
remains constant when the stresses are inside that ellipse. Loading damage takes place 
when the changes in the stress state is such that the secant elastic energy reaches r0. During 
damage, the associated variable L increases, inducing a reduction of the material stiffness. 









The damage rate is controlled by r1. The consistency condition is adopted for 
defining the evolution law for L (Pinyol Puigmartí et al., 2007). The following evolution 







          (4-17) 
where 
0 is an initial reference value assumed for the partition variable. 
4.2.3 Constitutive model for the sediment skeleton 
Similar to the HISS-MH model, the constitutive model for the soil skeleton is also 
based on a modified HISS framework. The constitutive equation incorporates sub-loading 
concepts, as well as hardening and dilation enhancement mechanisms associated with the 
presence of hydrates in the sediments. The modified HISS model involves a single and 
continuous yield surface that can adopt different shapes depending on the selected 
parameters (C. Desai, 1989; C. Desai et al., 1986; C. S. Desai, 2000). The HISS yield 
surface (F) is given by: 
   
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M
    
  
     (4-18) 
where a and  are model constants; n is the parameter related to the transition from 
compressive to dilative behavior; p’ss and  qss are the mean effective and deviatoric stresses, 
respectively, both associated with the sediment skeleton; M is the slope of critical line in 
the qss-p’ss space; and pc is the effective pre-consolidation pressure. 
The mean effective stress (p’ss) and the elastic volumetric strains are related 









        (4-19) 
where v  is the specific volume; and   is the slope of the unloading/reloading 
curve in the void ratio (e) versus log(p’ss) space. The sediment-skeleton shear modulus 
(Gss) relates the deviatoric elastic strains with the deviatoric stresses.   
An isotropic strain hardening behavior in terms of the plastic volumetric 











          (4-20) 
where λ  is the slope of the normal compression line in the e-log(p’ss) plane. It has 
assumed that the yield surface F and the plastic potential G coincide (i.e. associated 











        (4-21) 
where  is the plastic multiplier and 'ssσ  is the effective Cauchy’s stress tensor. 
The isotropic expansion of the yield surface is controlled by the hardening 
parameter ‘pd’. Based on (S Uchida et al., 2012), the influence of hydrates in this law is 
considered as: 
 d hp C

 
        (4-22)
 
where  and  are constants that describe the degree of hydrate contribution to the 
hardening law. In all the analyses conducted in this work, a good agreement with the 
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experimental data was obtained when =1, therefore this parameter could be excluded 
from the formulation, however it was kept providing more flexibility to model in case is 
necessary. Also, previous works adopted a similar expression for pd. Note that the presence 
of hydrate is also accounted when modeling the soil skeleton because of the profound 
impact of hydrates on sediment matrix behavior. Equation (4-22) considers that once the 
hydrates fully dissociate, the behavior of the pure soil skeleton is recovered. The partition 
parameter  (Eq. 4-17) accounts for the effect of hydrate degradation on the 
preconsolidation pressure and it also provides a link between the damage law for the 
hydrates and the critical state model for the solid skeleton. The yield function (YF) 
incorporating the strength enhancement associated with the presence of methane hydrate 
can be expressed as: 
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M
    
  
    (4-23) 
where Fb corresponds to an external (limit) surface, called hereafter boundary yield 
surface. This surface coincides with F when the effect of hydrates on the sediment matrix 
vanishes because of hydrate dissociation or damage.  
To account for inelastic deformations that may occur inside the bounding yield-
surface sub-loading concepts are incorporated into the model formulation. This technique 
also smooths the transition between elastic and plastic states. Sub-loading concepts were 
used before with success to model the behavior of GHBS (J. Lin et al., 2015; S Uchida et 
al., 2012; Shun Uchida et al., 2016). The sub-loading yield surface and the yield surface 
F, are geometrically similar. The sub-loading surface passes through the present stress 
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state and it evolves during yielding. More details about sub-loading concepts can be found 
elsewhere (e.g., (Hashiguchi, 1977, 1989)). The modified sub-loading yield surface (Fs) 
incorporating pd can be written as:     
      22 ' '2 293
n








        (4-24) 
where R is the sub-loading surface ratio. As suggested by Hashiguchi et al. 
(Hashiguchi, 1977, 1989), it is assumed that 0 1R  . The changes in R are defined 
through the following evolution law (S Uchida et al., 2012; Shun Uchida et al., 2016):  
ln pdR R d          (4-25) 
where |dp| dεpdεpis the norm of the incremental plastic strain vector and   is a 
sub-loading parameter that controls the plastic deformations inside Fb. The term between 
brackets in Eq. (4-24) is called effective hardening parameter (i.e., H=R(pc+pd)).  
The consistency condition is enforced to ensure that the stress state remains on the 
(sub-loading) yield surface during yielding: 
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σ     (4-26) 
After substituting the flow rule (4-21) into the consistency condition (4-26), the 
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The constitutive relationship for the sediment skeleton is obtained following the 
procedure suggested in (Pinyol Puigmartí et al., 2007):   
'
hss ss C h
d d dCσ D ε d+
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   (4-30) 
where Dess is the sediment skeleton elastic constitutive matrix, with a structure 
similar to Eq. (4-13) but K’ss (i.e., Eq. (4-19) and Gss are used instead of Kh0 and Gh0, 
respectively. Equation (4-28) shows the effect of hydrates on effective stress; which in 
turns affects the mechanical behavior of GHBS. This equation also shows that the effect 
of hydrates vanishes once they dissociate and the true response of the sediment matrix is 
recovered.  
4.2.4 Final stress-strain relationships 
To obtain the expressions relating the external effective stress ’ with the two 
stress components, the principle of virtual work is advocated, which for triaxial conditions 
can be written as (Pinyol Puigmartí et al., 2007): 
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        (4-34) 
For a given Ch the redistribution of external stress between hydrates and soil 
skeleton is given by. When  decreases (i.e., when degradation is taking place), the 
mechanical contribution associated with the hydrates is progressively transferred to the 
sediment matrix. A similar phenomenon takes place during dissociation, and once the 
hydrates fully dissociate, the external stresses are equal to the soil skeleton ones (i.e., as 
expected, there is no contribution from the hydrates). 
Considering equations (4-33) and (4-34), the external (global) effective stress can 
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The constitutive equations quoted above provide the relationships between the 
external stresses in terms of hydrate and soil matrix stresses. Eq. (4-36) in particular 
expresses the changes in external effective stresses, when changes in total strains and 
hydrate concentration take place. Note that Ch is acting as a ‘pseudo-strain’ (i.e. Eq. 4-36), 
in the sense that changes in hydrate concentration also induce changes in effective stress.  
4.3 Model application-constant Sh 
The performance of the model presented in Section 4.2 was compared against 
available experimental data (most of them published recently) involving a variety of 
conditions, from tests at constant Sh, to experiments involving hydrate dissociation at 
constant stresses.  
The hydrates parameters Kh and Gh can be considered material constants, therefore 
they were not changed in the analysis considered. They were from (Miranda & Matsuoka, 
2008). As for the model related to the sediment skeleton, an ellipse (as in the MCC model) 
was adopted initially in all the cases. However, when the response based on the MCC yield 
surface was not satisfactory, its shape was slightly modified to improve the model 
performance. This happened in the analyses corresponding to Cases 2 and 3 below, in all 
the other analyses the MCC yield surface was adopted. More details about the 
determination of the model parameters are provided below in each one of the analyzed 
cases. It is also worth mentioning that the main aim of the modeling was not to exactly 
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reproduce the experimental behavior, but to check whether or not the suggested approach 
was able to capture the main features of GHBS behavior observed in these experiments.      
The equations presented in this section can be integrated numerically as suggested 
in Pinyol et al. (Pinyol Puigmartí et al., 2007). The stress integration method proposed by 
(Sloan, 1987) was adapted for the specific characteristics of this model. All the analyses 
presented in this paper correspond to the ‘point integration level’ type. For the modeling 
of the tests loaded at constant hydrate concentration, dCh was kept constant, changes in d 
were introduced by steps and d’ was updated correspondingly (see Eq. (4-36)). While 
for those cases in which hydrate dissociation was induced at constant effective stress (i.e. 
cases below in Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.6), d’ was hold constant, dCh was changed by steps 
and Equation (4-36) was solved in terms of d. All the experiments analyzed in this paper 
were conducted under drained conditions, this assumption was considered in the 
corresponding modeling. 
4.3.1 Case 1-Different hydrate saturation 
Hyodo et al. (2013) reported triaxial compression tests on synthetic HBS samples 
conducted at four constant hydrate saturations (i.e. Sh=0; 24.2; 35.1; and 53.1%) All the 
samples were prepared at a similar porosity (i.e., ~40%). The effective confining pressure 
for all the tests was 5 MPa. The samples were isotopically consolidated first and then 
subjected to shearing. The main test conditions related to this experimental study are listed 




Table 4-1 Test conditions for triaxial compression tests studied 















The model parameters were determined using back-analysis based on two tests, 
the one involving sediments without hydrates (i.e., Sh=0) and the test related to the highest 
hydrate saturation (i.e., S h~53.1%). Then, this model (without modifying the parameters 
adopted before) was used to predict the behavior of the samples with Sh~24.2% and S 
h~35.1%. Table 4-2 lists the parameters adopted in the numerical simulations. Figure 4-2 
a & b show the comparisons between experimental and model results for the different 
hydrate saturations in terms of deviatoric stress and volumetric strains versus axial strains. 
The specimen corresponding to hydrate saturation equal to 53.1% presents a (slight) 
stress-softening (post-peak) behavior and a dilatant response; while all the other samples 
exhibits a predominant compression behavior. The relatively high confining pressure at 
which these tests were performed (i.e., 'c=5 MPa) could be one reason for the 
predominant hardening behavior with positive volumetric strains observed in the 
experiments. In all the tests, the initial stiffness and shear strength increase with Sh. The 
model was able to match very satisfactorily the stress-strain curves for all the experiments 
under study, i.e. the ones used for calibration and also the others two prediction tests. The 





Table 4-2 Parameters adopted in the modeling 
 
Properties Test Sh=0 Test Sh=24.2% Test Sh=35.1% Test Sh=53.1% 
M 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 
λ  0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 
  0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 
pc (MPa) 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
a 3 3 3 3 
n 1 1 1 1 
  -1/9 -1/9 -1/9 -1/9 
Ch (initial) 0 0.096 0.138 0.213 
  - 32 32 32 
  - 1.0 1.0 1.0 
r1 - 4.1 4.1 4.1 
r0 - 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 
  42 42 42 42 
0 - 1 1 1 
Kh (MPa) - 9600 9600 9600 























Figure 4-2 Comparisons between model and experimental results for 
synthetic samples of GHBS prepared at different hydrate saturations: a) stress-




4.3.2 Case 2-Morphology effect 
Triaxial compression tests based on synthetic methane hydrate samples were 
performed by (Masui et al., 2008). Some specimens were prepared using the ice-seed 
method that generally produces gas hydrates with dominant pore-filling pore-habit (Masui 
et al., 2008). For other samples, the partial water saturation method was adopted, which 
generally leads to GHBS where the cementing morphology type is dominant (Masui et al., 
2008). Toyoura sand was adopted for all the tests. These specimens were tested in a triaxial 
device capable of reproducing fluid pressures equivalent to conditions of around 800 
meters under sea level. The tests were conducted at a 'c=1.0 MPa. No hydrate dissociation 
was induced during the experiments.  
The three experiments presented in Figure 2-2b carried out by (Masui et al., 2008) 
were selected to study the capability of the model to reproduce the effect of hydrate 
morphology on the mechanical behavior of GHBS. The main parameters adopted for the 
numerical analysis are listed in Table 4-3. (Masui et al., 2008) reported porosity values 










Table 4-3 Parameters adopted in the modeling 
Properties Pure sand Pore-filling Cementing 
M 1.17 1.17 1.17 
 0.18 0.18 0.18 
 0.006 0.006 0.006 
pc (MPa) 12 12 12 
a  3 3 3 
n 1.02 1.02 1.02 
 -1/9 -1/9 -1/9 
Ch (initial) 0 0.16 0.16 
 - 35 70 
 - 1.0 1.0 
r1 - 1.1 1.05 
r0 - 7e-5 1e-4 
 15 15 15 
0 0 1.0 1.5 
Kh (MPa) - 9600 9600 
Gh (Mpa) - 4300 4300 
 
 
Figure 4-3 shows the comparisons between experimental results and model outputs 
in terms of stress-strain and volumetric behaviors. The model was able to capture very 
satisfactorily the different features of GHBS behavior (i.e. increase of stiffness, strength 
and dilation in the samples with hydrates) observed in these tests involving different 
hydrate morphologies and pure sediment. The model was able to satisfactorily capture the 
more marked mechanical effect that the cementing form has on GHBS behavior when 
compared against the pore-filling morphology type. One issue to note is that the model 
under-estimate the sediment dilatancy and softening for the cementing case. Note that the 
same HISS model parameters were adopted for the sediment in the three cases since they 
do not depend on the hydrates pore-habit. As discussed before, it was assumed that the 
initial strain-partition parameter (i.e., Eq. (4-17)) depends on hydrate morphology. The 
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Figure 4-3 Comparisons between model and experimental results for 
synthetic Toyoura sand samples with different hydrates pore habits: a) stress strain 
behavior, b) volumetric response. Experimental data from (Masui et al., 2008) 
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4.3.3 Case 3-Natural core sediment  
Synthetic methane hydrate specimens were modeled in the two previous Sections, 
in this one, experiments involving natural hydrate samples conducted by (Yoneda et al., 
2015) are studied. Core samples were retrieved from the Eastern Nankai Trough by means 
of the pressure core analysis and transfer system. The natural sediments were maintained 
very close to the in-situ condition (Santamarina et al., 2012). Table 4-4 lists the main soil 
properties and other information associated with these experiments. Specimens identified 
as core#7 and core#9, with Sh~38% and Sh~79%, respectively, were tested under triaxial 
drained conditions. As explained in Yoneda et al. (2015), the manipulation of core#9 and 
core#7 induced changes in the material. Core#7 was treated using liquid nitrogen (LN2) 
core method, while core#9 was treated using CH4 purge LN2 core method. In these two 
methods, the specimens were exposed to the atmospheric pressure, which might induce 
hydrate dissociation. Yoneda et al. (2015) suggested that the plausible in-situ hydrate 
saturation for core#7 could be between 65% and 90%, but because of the sample handling, 
the hydrate saturation decreased up to ~38% (i.e. at test condition). Furthermore, some 
damage of the core was observed in the CT images which means that the soil structure 
was affected by the handling method. As for core#9, the in-situ hydrate saturation was 
between 70% and 95%. It was also estimated that the hydrate saturation at test condition 
was around 79%. Furthermore, no damage was observed in this specimen which implies 
that when core#9 was tested at conditions similar to the field ones. Based on the comments 
above these two cores correspond to different materials and therefore slightly different 
parameters were assumed in the simulation of these two cases. However, the same critical 
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state parameters were assumed for both cases because they are not related to the hydrate 
morphology. Table 4-5 lists the adopted modeling parameters.  
 
Table 4-4 In situ conditions, soil index properties, and testing conditions 
Test 
name 










#7 Silty sand 279.3 1.5 26.4 44.1 38 




Figure 4-4 presents the experimental and numerical results for the stress-strain 
behavior and volumetric response of the natural HBS core samples discussed above. 
Core#9 exhibits a very noticeable peak strength, with a significant enhancement in 
stiffness and dilatancy, which can be associated with the higher hydrate saturation of this 
sample respect to core#7. As shown in Figure 4-4, the model provides enough flexibility 
to satisfactorily reproduce the mechanical behavior of two natural samples from Nankai 
Trough. The performance of the model is very satisfactory but for some slight deviations 
in terms of volumetric strain.     
 
Table 4-5 Parameters adopted in the modeling 
Properties Core 7 Core 9 
M 1.26 1.26 
 0.16 0.16 
 0.014 0.014 
pc (MPa) 12 12 
a  3 3 
n 0.98 0.98 
 -0.14 -0.14 
Ch (initial) 0.1675 0.311 
 6 21 
 1 1 
r1 1.1 1.3 
r0 1e-5 1.25e-4 
 3 48 
0 1 1 
Kh (MPa) 9600 9600 






Figure 4-4 Comparisons between model and experimental results for triaxial 
tests on natural samples: a) stress strain behavior, b) volumetric response. 




4.4 Parametric study 
Once the ability of the model to reproduce the main tendencies observed in the 
experiments was checked, it could be of interest to see how other factors (not modeled in 
the cases before) have an influence on the behavior of GHBS. It can also be relevant to 
explore further about how the different parameters and inelastic mechanisms proposed in 
this model work to simulate the main features of GHBS behavior.  
4.4.1 Case 1-Confining pressure 
The first analysis in this section is related to the effect of confinement on GHBS 
behavior. The study is based on triaxial tests at three different cell pressures were 
simulated (i.e., 'c=1 MPa 3 MPa5 MPa). Table 4-6 lists the adopted model parameters. 
Figure 4-5a &b show that the confinement plays a critical role in the behavior GHBS, as 
'c decreases the peak strength decreases, the dilatancy increases and also the softening is 
more marked.  
Table 4-6 Parameters adopted in the modeling 





M 1.17 1.17 1.17 
 0.12 0.12 0.12 
 0.002 0.002 0.002 
pc (MPa) 11.5 11.5 11.5 
a  3 3 3 
n 1 1 1 
 -1/9 -1/9 -1/9 
Ch (initial) 0.195 0.195 0.195 
 16 16 16 
 1.0 1.0 1.0 
r1 2.9 2.9 2.9 
r0 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 
 35 35 35 
0 3 3 3 
Kh (MPa) 9600 9600 9600 







Figure 4-5 Effect of confinement on GHBS response: a) stress strain 





The plots in Figure 4-6 show more details about how the main variables of the 
model evolve for the test at 'c=1 MPa. The hardening or softening behavior of the 
sediment is controlled by the effective hardening parameter H, which depends on R, pc 
and pd through H=R(pc+pd). It is assumed that the plastic deformations of the soil skeleton 
take place from the beginning of yielding. This is in line with previous works in this area 
(e.g., (J. Lin et al., 2015; S Uchida et al., 2012; Shun Uchida et al., 2016)). Under this 
assumption, the model predicts plastic positive volumetric strains at the start of the test 
(i.e., between ‘A’ and ‘B’, Figure 4-6a&b), because the stress state lies on the ‘wet side’ 
of Fs (Fig. 14c), therefore pc increases. After point ‘B’, pc decreases because the stress 
state is on the ‘dry side’ of Fs. The sub-loading parameter R increases during the whole 
test (as it depends on the module of the total plastic strain). The hardening enhancement 
provides by the hydrates (pd) decreases through the tests due to progressive damage of the 
hydrates, up to reaching a fairly constant value. After the peak value ‘C’, the softening of 
the soil skeleton controls the global behavior of the HBS and the deviatoric stress tends to 
decrease substantially. The dilatant behavior of the skeleton also controls the global 
volumetric response of the GHBS. Figure 4-6c & d present the yield surfaces associated 









a) b)  
c)  d)  
Figure 4-6 Additional modeling information for the test in Fig 13 at 'c=1 
MPa: a) stress-strain behavior; b) hardening variables; c) yield surfaces at two  








4.4.2 Case 2- Different 
The study related to the effect of the partition parameter  on the model response 
is conducted. This factor controls the amount of the applied stress that is supported by the 
hydrate. The analysis discussed before with 'c=1 MPa and =3 was adopted as the base 
case, and two additional analyses were performed with =2 and =1. The reduction of 
this factor is related to a decrease of the bearing contribution of the hydrate and also with 
a reduction of the peak deviatoric strength Figure 4-7a). The volumetric behavior of the 
GHBS is also affected by this parameter (Figure 4-7b), a reduction of is accompanied 
by an increase in the dilatancy. The adopted parameters are listed in Table 4-7. 
Table 4-7 Parameters adopted in the modeling of HBS specimens. Effect of 
parameters*: 0 
 
0 r0 r1 
1 1e-5 2.9 
2 1e-5 2.9 
3 1e-5 2.9 














4.5 Hydrate dissociation under loading 
All the tests modeled previously involves hydrate bearing samples loaded at 
constant hydrate saturation. In this section, the behavior of hydrate bearing specimen 
under load and dissociation were studied using the proposed model. More information 
regarding this section can be found at (Marcelo Sánchez et al., 2017).  
4.5.1 Case 1-hydrate dissociation under triaxial conditions 
The tests conducted by Hyodo et al (2014) were selected to study the effect of 
hydrate dissociation under triaxial conditions. The main information about the samples 
and tests details were introduced in Section 2.2. Table 4-8 lists the main tests conditions 
related to these experiments.  
















5 48.7 40.4 1 Dissociation→Shear 
5 47.4 39.9 2 Shear1%→Dissociation→Shear 




These tests provide very useful information about the effect of hydrate dissociation 
at two stages of shearing. When the dissociation was induced at a=1%, the stress 
conditions were quite far from the failure of the dissociated sediment (i.e., the deviatoric 
stress of this sample at a=1% was 8.4 MPa, while the strength at failure of the already 
dissociated sample was around 10 MPa, Figure 2-3). However, when the hydrate 
dissociation started at a=5% the deviatoric stress (i.e. q≈12 MPa) was higher than the 
strength of the dissociated sediment and it was difficult to maintain the constant stress 
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condition during dissociation. The sample failed and the deviatoric stress reduced tending 
to the strength of the dissociated sample (i.e., q≈10 MPa). These were quite complex 
experiments that have been simulated following, as close as possible, the reported test 
protocols. 
The modeling of these experiments was approached as follows: i) first the test 
related to the already dissociated sediment was simulated (using typical reported 
parameters for this type of material, i.e. sand); then, ii) the test related to the dissociation 
at a=1% was studied (and used to adjust the model parameters for the GHBS case); and 
finally, iii) the test involving hydrate dissociation at an initial a=5% was simulated to 
validate the proposed model under these particular conditions. Table 4-9 lists the main 
parameters selected for the modeling. 





at a= 1% 
Dissociation induced 
at a= 5% 
M 1.17 1.17 1.17 
 0. 12 0.12 0.12 
 0.002 0.002 0.002 
pc (MPa) 11.5 11.5 11.5 
a  3 3 3 
n 1 1 1 
 -1/9 -1/9 -1/9 
Ch (initial) 0 0.195 0.195 
 - 16 16 
 - 1.0 1.0 
r1 - 2.9 2.9 
r0 - 1e-5 1e-5 
 - 35 35 
0 - 3 3 
Kh (MPa) 9600 9600 9600 





Figure 4-8 present the comparisons between experiment and model results for the 
three cases discussed above. As for the already dissociated sample (Figure 4-8a), quite 
good agreements were obtained in terms of deviatoric stress and volumetric behavior. In 
particular, the model manages to replicate well the maximum stress, but slightly under-
predicts the maximum volumetric strain. Figure 4-8b presents the experimental and 
numerical results related to the sample at which dissociation was induced at a=1%. In 
addition to the external deviatoric stresses (i.e., the one to be compared against the 
experimental observations), the mechanical contributions of the hydrate and sediment 
skeleton are computed by the model and included in this figure as well.  
Initially, both hydrate and sediment contributed progressively to the mechanical 
stability of the specimen. Afterwards, during hydrate dissociation, the mechanical 
contribution arising from the hydrate was progressively decreasing and transferred to the 
soil skeleton, leading to an increase in the sediment stress during this step at constant 
global stress. The external stress is solely supported by the soil skeleton at the end of the 
dissociation process. Shearing continued after full dissociation and the deviatoric stress 
increased until reaching the strength of the already dissociated sediment.  
The model captures very satisfactorily the main trends observed in these 
experiments, particularly: the degradation in stiffness during the initial loading stage, the 
(average) deviatoric stress during dissociation, and the maximum final deviatoric stress 
after dissociation. However, the experimental deviatoric stress at a=1% is slightly higher 
than the one computed by the model, and the axial strains observed during dissociation 
are larger than the simulated ones. Note that in any case, the volumetric deformations 
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during dissociation are well reproduced by the model. The model slightly under-predicts 
the v at advanced stages of the experiment (i.e., a>12%). At that final stages of shearing, 
the three yield surfaces considered in this model coincided in one, and the stress state is 
on the summit of that ellipse. Therefore, according to the model, there are not changes in 
plastic volumetric strains (i.e., d vp =0) and vp remains fairly constant. In this way, the 
model simulates the material failure (i.e., continuous deformations at constant deviatoric 
stress). More details about how the different mechanisms adopted in this model work are 






Figure 4-8 Experimental and modeling results for drained triaxial tests: a) 
already dissociated sediment, b) dissociation induced at a=1%; and c) dissociation 





Once the model parameters were calibrated using the two previous cases, the 
ability of the constitutive equation to predict the GHBS behavior under dissociation was 
checked against the third test. Figure 4-8c presents the comparisons between the 
experimental results and the model predictions for the case in which the hydrate was 
dissociated at a=5%. The model results are also very satisfactory in this case, the main 
tendencies observed in this experiment are well captured by the model. However, the peak 
deviatoric stress is slightly over-predicted by the model. There are also some differences 
between the model predictions and the reported experimental data in terms of volumetric 
behavior. Surprisingly, it was observed that there was not volume change at the end of this 
test, because an apparent dilation during dissociation com0pensate the initial positive 
volumetric strains. This final dilation in the experimental result seems strange, the 
tendency during dissociation at high stresses under drained conditions should be to 
contract, because the sediment structure tend to a more compact state as the hydrates 
disappear. The positive v predicted by the model during dissociation are related to the 
volumetric compression plastic strains induced by the collapse of the sediment structure 
during hydrate dissociation. This structure-collapse behavior is explained in more detail 
in Section 4.5.2 
Hyodo et al. (2014) experienced some difficulties to maintain the deviatoric stress 
constant during dissociation in this test. Because of the progressive degradation of the 
HBS structure during hydrate dissociation, it was impossible to hold the (high) deviatoric 
stress applied just before dissociation (i.e., at a=5%). The mechanical contribution from 
the hydrate (dash line) was gradually transferred to the sediment skeleton during 
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dissociation, and the global deviatoric stress decreased progressively until reaching the 
maximum strength associated with the already dissociated sediment. At the end of 
shearing phase, the model predicts that hydrates still contribute to the mechanical behavior 
of the sample, this result is supported with the reported experimental data indicating that 
not all the hydrates dissociated at the final axial strain (i.e., a=20%).    
Figure 4-9 shows additional information about this modeling. Figure 4-9a presents 
the q-a plot extended until full dissociation. As discussed before, during dissociation the 
bearing capacity of the hydrates decreased and the stress were gradually transferred to the 
sediment. The model predicts that at advanced stages of shearing and hydrate dissociation 
all the external stresses are supported by the sediment skeleton only. The effective 
hardening parameter (H=R(pc+pd)) always increased (Figure 4-9b). This implies that Fs 
kept expanding during the whole test. The variable R always increased during the 
simulation as well (Figure 4-9b). The increase in H (i.e. hardening of the sediment skeleton) 
observed at advanced stages of the experiment was induced by the volumetric-collapse-
compression strains discussed above; which compensated the decrease of pd during 
hydrate dissociation. Figure 4-9c presents the three initial yield surfaces (i.e., F, Fs, and 
Fb) considered in this model at the start of the test. Figure 4-9d presents again these three 
yield surfaces at two different stages: i) at a=15.3%, i.e. when the sub-loading yield 
surface reached the boundary one (F is still inside Fb=Fs, because pd did not vanish totally 
at this stage); and ii) at the end of the test, when the three yield surfaces coincided in one.    
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a) b)  
c) d)  
Figure 4-9 Additional modeling information for the test in which 
dissociation was induced at a=5%: a) extended stress-strain behavior; b) 
hardening variables, c) yield surfaces at the beginning of the experiment; and c) 
yield surfaces at an intermediate stage of shearing (a=15.3%) and at the end of test 
 
 
The proposed model has not only reproduced and predicted satisfactorily the 
behavior observed in the experiments, but it has also provided an explanation to the main 
features and trends of GHBS behavior observed during the tests. In the tests, the hydrate 
dissociation was induced by heating (Hyodo et al., 2014). Thermal effects were not 
modeled in this analysis. This seems a reasonable assumption as the main focus here was 
on the influence of hydrates dissociation on material behavior. It also seems that 
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temperature may have a small influence on the overall mechanical behavior of the 
specimen in this type of experiment. A more sophisticated analysis can certainly be done 
in the future incorporating thermal effects. The inclusion of temperature could also help 
to reproduce these experiments more closely.   
4.5.2 Case 2-hydrate dissociation under oedometric conditions 
The last set of experimental data studied in this work corresponds to two natural 
specimens gathered by means of the Pressure Core Characterization Tools (PCCTs) 
(Santamarina et al., 2012; Santamarina et al., 2015). The samples were loaded uniaxially 
with lateral confinement (i.e. oedometric conditions). General information about this 
research was presented in section 2. The test presented in Figure 2-3b) plus another one 
with a lower hydrate saturation are simulated in this section. The parameters reported 
(Santamarina et al., 2015) for the dissociated sediment (i.e. a silty sand) were adopted in 
the simulations. The selected parameters are listed in Table 4-10.  
 
Table 4-10 Parameters adopted in the modeling of HBS specimens 
Properties core 8P core 10P 
M 1.07 1.07 
 0.605 0.12 
 0.065 0.04 
pc (MPa) 2.32 3.5 
a  3 3 
n 1 1 
 -1/9 -1/9 
Ch (initial) 0.102 0.3605 
 6 12.5 
 1.0 1.0 
r1 2.5 2.9 
r0 1e-6 2e-7 
 15 0.5 
0 1 3 
Kh (MPa) 9600 9600 




Tests and models outputs related to the specimen ‘core-8P’ (i.e. initial Sh=18%) 
are presented in Figure 4-10a. The GHBS specimen was subjected to a monotonic increase 
in the vertical stress up to 'v=6 MPa, followed by an unloading up to 'v=3 MPa. Hydrate 
dissociation was induced in this over-consolidated sample followed by cycles of loading 
(with a maximum 'v=9 MPa) and unloading of the already dissociated sediment. The 
experimental and numerical results associated with specimen ‘core-10P’ (i.e. initial 
Sh=74%) are presented in Figure 4-10b. In this case the effective vertical stress was 
increased until 'v=3 MPa and hydrate dissociation was induced at this constant effective 
stress (under normally-consolidated conditions). Once the sample was fully dissociated, 
the vertical stress was increased until a maximum 'v=9 MPa, followed by an unloading. 
Settlements were recorded in the both tests during all the loading stages.   
The proposed framework was able to represent very satisfactorily the main 
tendencies observed in the experiments. The yield stress and unloading-reloading behavior 
are properly reproduced in both specimens. The model slightly over-predicts the initial 
stiffness of the core-10P. It is worth to highlight the model ability to reproduce the 
differences in volumetric strains observed during dissociation at constant stress in these 
two tests. The collapse compression behavior exhibited by core-8P was much less 
noticeable than the one observed in core-10P. This large volumetric strain can be 
associated with significant rearrangements of the GHBS structure during hydrate 
dissociation. Some factors that can be considered to explain the differences between core-
8p and core-10p in terms of the amount of the volumetric strain observed during 
dissociation are as follows: i) difference in hydrate saturation between the two samples 
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(i.e. core-8P Sh=18% << core-10P Sh=74%); ii) difference in the effective vertical stress 
at which hydrates dissociation was induced (i.e. core-8P 'v=3 MPa << core-10P 'v=8 
MPa), therefore the effect of confinement on the re-accommodation of the sediments 
particles is less significant for core-8p; iii) dissociation in core-8P took place under over-
consolidated conditions while in core-10p dissociation happened under normally-
consolidated conditions; and iv) core-8p was previously loaded up to a very high effective 
vertical stress (i.e.'v=6MPa) that degraded the bonding effects of the hydrate and induced 











Figure 4-10 Behavior during dissociation of natural HBS specimens under 
oedometric conditions: a) core 8P; and b) core 10P. Experimental data from 
(Santamarina et al., 2015) 
 
 
Figure 4-11a presents the evolution of ’v calculated by the model in the soil 
skeleton and hydrate, together with the global (or external) one for the case of core-8P. A 
significant portion of the stress increase is taken by the hydrate at the beginning of the 
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experiment, i.e. path ‘A-B’. Note that the hydrate saturation is very high in this case (i.e., 
Sh=74%) and therefore an important bearing contribution from the hydrate can be 
anticipated. Upon dissociation at constant effective stress, the load is gradually transferred 
from the hydrate to the sediment skeleton and significant plastic volumetric strains are 
computed by the model, i.e. path ‘B-C’. After full dissociation, the stresses are supported 
by the soil skeleton only, and the subsequent loading (‘C-D’) and unloading (‘D-E’) steps 
are controlled by the properties of the already dissociated sediment. Figure 4-11b shows 
that the hardening enhancement effect (controlled by pd) reduces progressively during 
loading and it disappears during dissociation. The effective hardening parameter H 









Figure 4-11 Additional modeling information for the test related to core 







4.6 Conclusion and discussion 
A constitutive model for hydrate bearing sediments is presented in this section. 
Experimental observations have shown that the presence of hydrates impacts on different 
aspects of sediment behavior, amongst others: stiffness, peak stress, softening behavior 
and dilation. It has been observed that these features of soil behavior depend on hydrate 
saturation as well. Hydrates also contribute to the mechanical stability of the sediment. 
Furthermore, during dissociation important changes in the mechanical behavior of GHBS 
and soil structure have been observed. The model proposed in this work encompasses 
different inelastic mechanisms to describe these complex features of GHBS behavior. The 
concept of stress partition was incorporated into the model to estimate the mechanical 
contribution associated with hydrates and soil skeleton at different stages of loading and 
hydrate dissociation. A damage model was adopted to describe the behavior of hydrate 
during loading, while the HISS elastoplastic model was selected for the sediment skeleton. 
The HISS model is a versatile mechanical constitutive law based on critical state soil 
mechanics. The proposed framework also incorporates sub-loading and hydrate 
enhancement mechanisms.   
Information from several mechanical tests recently published is selected to study 
the model capabilities. The experiments were chosen to cover the most relevant conditions 
related to GHBS behavior. Hydrate soil specimens covering a wide range of hydrate 
saturations were considered in the analyses. The effect of hydrate morphology and 
confinement on the mechanical behavior of GHBS is also investigated in this work. 
Particularly attention was paid to the study of the mechanical behavior of GHBS during 
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hydrate dissociation under loading. In the cases in which there was enough experimental 
data, some tests were used for determining the parameters and the other ones were left 
apart for model validation. The model performance during all of these conditions was 
extremely satisfactory. The proposed geomechanical model was capable of capturing not 
only the main trends and features of sediment observed in the different tests, but also to 
reproduce very closely the experimental observations in most of the analyzed cases. The 
enhancement of sediment strength, stiffness and dilation were well reproduced by the 
model. The ability of the proposed approach to simulate the volumetric soil collapse 
compression observed during hydrate dissociation at constant stresses is particularly 
remarkable. A contribution of this work is the modeling of GHBS during dissociation. 
This model has also assisted to interpret how sediment and hydrates contribute to the 
mechanical behavior of GHBS and how these contributions evolve during loading and 











5 MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF A PARTIALLY SATURATED SOIL 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In this section, a joint effort to enhance the current understanding of partially 
saturated clay silt by the Texas A&M University and Polytechnic University of Catalonia 
is presented. The experimental study centred on the stress-strain response of a compacted 
clayey silt during shearing were conducted by the group from the Division of Geotechnical 
Engineering and Geosciences, A controlled-suction triaxial cell with local axial and radial 
instrumentation (optical laser-based technique) is used to precisely monitor the volume 
change evolution on shearing. Several controlled-suction stress paths under isotropic 
stress state (drying/wetting, loading/unloading and wetting/drying) have been performed 
to induce different and slightly over-consolidated states before targeting the same initial 
state (mean stress and matric suction) for the shear tests. A series of controlled-suction 
triaxial compression paths have been then carried out at the different over-consolidated 
states previously generated, which also included the normally consolidated state. The 
modeling efforts were carried out by the author’s group from Texas A&M University. The 
Barcelona Basic Model (BBM) was initially adopted in this work as a formal approach to 
analyse the soil response in the different experiments. Afterwards, the modification of the 
BBM model (Alonso et al., 1990) is presented in detail including the main equations 




5.2 Experimental program 
The experimental study centred on the stress-strain response of a compacted clayey 
silt during shearing were conducted by the group from the Division of Geotechnical 
Engineering and Geosciences, a detailed description of the experiment procedures are 
demonstrated below. 
5.2.1 Tested material and compaction procedure 
Laboratory tests were performed on a low plasticity clayey silt from Barcelona. It 
has a liquid limit of wL = 32%, a plastic limit of wP = 16%, 15% of particles less than 2 
µm and a density of solids s = 2.66 Mg/m3 (Barrera et al., 2002). Samples have been 
obtained following a stress-controlled isotropic static compaction procedure, ensuring no 
induced fabrication anisotropy. Powder passing ASTM No.16-1.18 mm has been left in 
equilibrium at an average relative humidity of 50% to achieve a hygroscopic water content 
of 2.2%. The silt was then sprayed with demineralised water to reach a water content of 
11.0%. After equilibrium, the material was statically compacted following a two-step 
procedure. In the first step, a low vertical stress was applied to the soil mass confined in a 
split mould, until reaching a dry density of 1.20 Mg/m3, which is required to handle the 
sample. In the second step, the sample was installed in a conventional triaxial cell under a 
net isotropic stress of p = 0.6 MPa, which was maintained for 40 min. The compacted 
sample presented a final dry density around 1.63 Mg/m3 (void ratio e = 0.632), a degree 
of saturation of 46.3% and a total suction of s = 0.80 MPa measured with a psychrometer. 
Due to end-restraint effect, the sample has been subsequently trimmed to achieve uniform 
sample dimensions of 38 mm in diameter and 76 mm high. The initial sate of the sample 
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is shown in the compaction plot represented in Figure 5-1. Isotropic static compaction 
results following the same procedure at different mean net stresses are presented. Contours 
of equal total suction obtained by psychrometer readings are also plotted in the figure. 
 
Figure 5-1 Compaction curve of samples 
 
 
5.2.2 Triaxial cell and stress paths followed 
Figure 5-2 represents a cross-section scheme of the controlled-suction triaxial cell 
(Barrera et al., 2002; Romero et al., 1997; Romero Morales, 1999). Matric suction is 
applied simultaneously via air overpressure technique to both ends of the sample, 
maintaining a constant air pressure (number 8 in Figure 5-2) and controlling water 
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pressure (numbers 9 and 10). Top and bottom caps include a combination of two porous 
stones: a peripheral coarse one (number 12) connected to the air pressure and an internal 
HAEV one (1.5 MPa of bubbling pressure; number 11). This double drainage ensures a 
significantly shorter equalisation stage for liquid pressure. However, this system usually 
traps more occluded air at low suctions. Water content changes in the soil are calculated 
measuring the water volume that crosses both HAEV discs by means of two burettes with 
10 mm3 resolution. This volume is corrected by taking into account the amount of air 
diffusing through the ceramic discs. 
Axial displacements are measured locally using two LVDT transducers (number 
2). Radial deformations on two diametrically opposite sides are measured locally by 
means of an electro-optical laser system (2 m resolution) mounted outside the chamber 
(number 3). This measuring system can be moved throughout the sample height by means 
of an electric motor (number 15). In this way, the whole profile of the sample from the 
base to the top cap can be measured, giving an estimation of the global volume and degree 
of saturation change. Axial load is applied at a typical displacement rate of 1 µm/min by 
means of a fluid pushing a piston in the loading pressure chamber (number 7). The top 









Figure 5-2. Scheme of the triaxial cell and picture. a) Specimen; b) local 
LVDT (axial strain); c) laser displacement sensor (radial strain); d) high air-entry 
ceramic disc surrounded by coarse metallic porous stone; e) Perspex wall; f) 
internal load cell; g) LVDT (vertical displacement of laser sliding subjection); h) 
confining air pressure; i) axial stress pressure chamber; j) water pressure (to 
volume change measuring system); k) air pressure; l) vertical displacement electric 





Different stress paths have been followed before the application deviatoric stress, 
which are indicated as paths A, B, C and D in the suction and mean stress plane shown in 
Figure 5-3. These four sleeted tests are name as Test A, Test B, Test C, Test D hereafter.  
A constant air pressure of ua = 0.9 MPa has been kept throughout the Test A, B C 
and D. These tests were initiated at p = 0.03 MPa and s = 0.8 MPa as shown in Figure 5-3 
(s is suction, p is mean stress and q is deviatoric stress). The samples were isotropically 
compressed at a constant s = 0.8 MPa in four equalisation steps up to the same stress state 



































































In test A, a suction decrease / increase cycle at constant p = 0.6 MPa (path 
A2A3A4) was applied after this initial isotropic loading process and before the 
shearing stage (A4A5). In this way, a slightly over-consolidated (OC) state is imposed 
to the soil before the beginning of the shearing path. The following suction steps were 
applied in the wetting path A2A3: 0.8, 0.1 and 0.01 MPa. Afterwards, the sample was 
subjected to a drying path A3A4 up to s = 0.8 MPa. Each step takes 10 days to make 
sure the sample reach equalisation in terms of strains and drainage. 
While in test B, shearing (B2B3) was applied on a normally consolidated (NC) 
state after the initial isotropic loading B1B2 at constant s = 0.8 MPa. During the 
shearing stages at a constant rate of strain of 1.310-5 /min, matric suction and net cell 
pressure remained constant (s = 0.8 MPa and (r-ua) = 0.6 MPa). The selected axial strain 
rate ensures constant–suction conditions. 
For test C, a previous isotropic loading and unloading path is performed at constant 
s = 0.80 MPa up to a maximum p = 1.60 MPa before the shearing stage. During this 
mechanical path: C1  C2  C3, an over-consolidated state was induced to the sample 
before shearing. 
Test D was subjected to a drying and wetting cycle D1D2D3: 0.0-87-0.8 MPa 
before subjected shearing. OC state was induced by hydraulic path (D1D2shrinkage). 
To summarize, Test A, C and D are at OC state before shearing. However, they 
were caused by different mechanism.  The OC state of Test A is caused by the collapse 
deformation during wetting. The OC state of Test D is caused by shrinkage during drying 
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while Test C is caused by isotropic loading and unloading. Test B is at normally 
consolidated state at the beginning of shearing stage. Figure 5-4 demonstrated the stress 
path followed in the test and their yield locus (LC and SI) evolution. 
 
 
Figure 5-4 Stress paths followed in p : s plane (Tests A, B, C and D). 
Activation of yield locus LC and SI.  
 
 
Figure 5-5 summarises the evolutions of q and v for the different shearing stages 
at s = 0.8 MPa. Local axial and radial (vc) strains were continuously registered near the 
central part of the specimen. At predetermined intervals, global radial strains (v) were 
determined by means of the vertical motion of the laser sensors. As indicated in Figure 
5-5, the q axial strain curves increase monotonically and stabilise at nearly the same 






















































5.3 Test results and interpretation within the Barcelona Basic Model 
The tests with different stress paths succinctly presented in the previous Section 
are discussed in more detail hereafter with the aid of a formal elastoplastic framework. 
The intention is to use first the BBM (which is the most established and perhaps simpler 
critical state framework for unsaturated soils) to check the capabilities of this model to 
explain the behavior observed in the experiments. The main BBM equations are presented 
first, then the estimation of the main model parameters is briefly described; afterwards the 
experimental and modeling results are discussed together.  
5.3.1 Barcelona Basic Model main components 
The original BBM was developed in the context of hardening elasto-plasticity and 
extends the modified Cam Clay model to the unsaturated condition. Two independent 
stress variables were adopted: the net stress tensor (excess of total stress over air pressure) 
and the suction, a scalar variable (air pressure minus liquid pressure). The yield function 
for triaxial stress is given by the following ellipses: 
     0ppppMq 0s
22       (5-1) 
where p is the mean net stress; q the deviator stress, s the suction; and M is the 
slope of the critical state line. The increase in apparent cohesion with suction is given by 
ps (which is initially assumed that increases linearly with suction through the constant ks); 


































        (5-2) 
where *0p  is the yield net stress for saturated conditions (which acts as a hardening 
parameter); pc is a reference stress;is the slope related to elastic isotropic unloading–
reloading paths;(0) is the slope of the virgin compression line for saturated conditions; 
and (s)  is the slope of the virgin compression line for isotropic conditions that depends 
on suction through: 
        rrs  s - exp 1 0        (5-3) 
where r is a parameter controlling soil compressibility, and  provides the rate of 
change of (s) with s.Figure 5-6) shows a sketch of the yield surface in the (p, q, s) space, 
in which the trace of the yield locus on the isotropic p:s plane is indicated. This trace is 
called the LC (Loading-Collapse) yield curve because it represents the locus of activation 
of irreversible deformation ( d pv ) due to loading or wetting (collapse). 
It is also considered that suction changes beyond the historical maximum suction 
















       (5-4) 
wheres is the slope of the virgin compression line in terms of suction increase, e is the 
void ratio; and patm is the atmospheric pressure (added to avoid infinite values as s 
approaches zero). It is assumed that for wetting/drying processes below so the volumetric 
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elastic strains depends on s changes through the elastic constant ks (i.e. the compressibility 
constant for elastic changes in suction).  
 
Figure 5-6 Yield surfaces of the BBM model  
Adapted from (Alonso et al., 1990) 
 
 
Finally, it is assumed that the isotropic hardening is controlled by the total plastic 
volumetric strains d pv  (i.e. regardless if they are induced by p’ and or s changes beyond 















          (5-5) 
More details about the model formulation can be found in Alonso et al. (1990). 
5.3.2 Parameter estimation 
Isotropic paths involving mean net stress and suction changes were selected first 
to determine directly from the main model parameters. The saturated isotropic test 1 was 
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adopted to the determine  *0p , and(0), as illustrated in Figure 5-7. The unsaturated 
isotropic Test 2 was chosen to estimate the other parameters involved in the definition of 
the LC yield locus. The initial loading at constant suction (i.e. s=0.8 MPa) was used to 
estimate the parameters r and ; which model the changes in soil compressibility with 
suction. As expected, the apparent pre-consolidation pressure observed in this experiment 
(i.e. p0= 0.60 MPa) is very close to the compaction effort applied to prepare the specimens.  
After that, the sample is subjected at a wetting path (suction from 0.8 MPa-0.01MPa) at 
constant mean net stress. The deformation observed in the collapse compression path can 
be used to determine pc, once the other parameters involved in the definition the LC curve 
(i.e.  *0p , (0), r and ) are identified.  
  




Figure 5-8 Isotropic loading on unsaturated sample 
 
 
Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 shows the simulation results together with experimental 
observations. The agreements between test and modeling results are very satisfactory, with 
some small differences in the last steps of loading (i.e. after the reloading stage). The 
saturated soil at high stress appears to be more compressible, which is not a typical soil 
behavior, and obviously a critical state model cannot capture this particular feature 
observed in this experiment. Regardless of this slight difference, the global performance 
of the model in the isotropic tests involving changes in p’ and s can be considered 
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reasonable, including the simulation of the volumetric collapse compression strain upon 
wetting.  
The determination of the parameters associated with the deviatoric behavior is 
based on a series of triaxial compression test conducted at different confining stresses and 
suctions on this type of soil. Figure 5-9 compiles shear strength results from triaxial tests 
conducted on the Barcelona clayey silt specimens at different confining stresses and 
suctions. From this experimental data, it was determined that M=1.155 and ks=0.42. 
Finally, the parameter   is calculated from M,  and (0) (Alonso et al. 1990) 
 
 
Figure 5-9 Experimental results related to Barcelona clayey silt shear 
strength compiled from triaxial tests 
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Table 5-1 lists all the BBM parameters adopted in this investigation. More details 
about the parameters associated with the BBM and their determination can be found 
elsewhere (Alonso et al., 1990; D’Onza et al., 2011; Gallipoli et al., 2010; Wheeler et al., 
2002).  
Table 5-1 Material parameters used in the simulation (BBM) 
Parameter     Value       Parameter        Value 
s 0.0015 p
c 0.07 kPa 
 0.005 v 0.33 
 0.085 M 1.15 
p*0 0.071 MPa  0.6 
 0.78 ks 0.42 
 135 MPa- s 0.0078 
  
 
5.3.3 Main experimental and modeling results 
In this part, the detailed experimental results from Test A, B, C and D are presented 
together with the modeling results. The stress path before shearing stage are analyzed 
using BBM in detail first and the stress strain curves during shearing are plot together to 
show the model’s overall performance. Two additional triaxial test conducted on two 
partially saturated soil specimens at different confining were presented to further validated 
the modeling results. 
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In connection with test A, the suction decrease (A2A3 in Figure 5-10) induces 
a volume reduction with important irreversible volumetric strains (collapse compression). 
The next scanning drying path induces shrinkage (A3A4 in Figure 5-10) with no 
(apparently) irreversible component. Most of the collapsible strains develop at suction 
values lower than 0.1 MPa, affecting t related to the yield curve LC curve. The modeling 
results shows satisfied agreement with the experimental data. 
 
 






Figure 5-11 shows the LC curve and yield surface evolution during the wetting 
and drying processes. During the wetting process, collapsible strains (plastic strain) was 
induced which caused the moving of the hardening parameter p0
*. This implies that the 
initial LC locus move to the final position LC after the wetting. The drying process only 
produce small elastic deformation which has no influence on the final yield surface before 
shearing. In this way, during the initial phase of the shearing stage only elastic strains will 
be developed and plastic strains will only appear after dragging the yield surface. As 
observed, the selected LC curve is able to satisfactorily capture the volumetric collapse 




Figure 5-11 Evolution of LC and yield surface (A2A3A4) 
 
 
Figure 5-12 presents the variation of volumetric strains that undergoes the sample 
upon applying loading / unloading cycle at s = 0.80 MPa (i.e. path C1  C2  C3). The 
volumetric strain behavior displays clear pre- and post- yield zones. A yield stress is 
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identified around p0 = 0.60 MPa, which corroborates the maximum fabrication stress 
attained on isotropic compaction. The selected parameters  and (s=0,8MPa) properly 
reproduces the isotropic loading and unloading behavior observed previous to the shearing 
stage conducted in this experiment. On loading, the initial LC is dragged to the maximum 
p = 1.60 MPa (point C2). Therefore, on subsequent shearing C3  C4 it is expected that 
elastic strains will develop only, and plastic strains will appear after dragging the expanded 
yield surface. 
 
Figure 5-12 Isotropic loading and unloading at constant suction (i.e. cycle 





Figure 5-18 presents the volumetric strains associated with the drying-wetting path 
at constant net stress in Test D (D1D2D3). It is expected that since the beginning of 
the test the drying will induce elasto-plastic deformations. Elastic strains are expected 
during the subsequent wetting. This test was selected to determine the elastic and plastic 
parameters associate with suction changes, ks =0.001 and s. = 0.005, respectively. Based 
on Alonso et al. (1990), it is assumed that the plastic deformations induced upon drying 
will also lead to an expansion of the LC yield curve because of the hardening induced by 
the plastic volume reduction of the soil, i.e. Eq. (5-5).  
 





In summary, the comparisons between model simulations and experimental results 
of the wetting / drying and loading / unloading paths shown that the tests are qualitatively 
and quantitatively well-reproduced and the general trend is consistent with the BBM 
elastoplastic framework. 
Figure 5-14 shows the predicted BBM responses on shearing and the experimental 
results for the different tests. As for the normally consolidated test, the stress point s = 0.8 
MPa and (po)B = 0.6 MPa is on the yield surface LC-B at the beginning of the shearing 
stage (B1B2 in Figure 5-15). In this test, plastic straining is occurring from the 
beginning of the shearing. According to the elastoplastic framework, a volume decrease 
associated with shearing is predicted in test B. The stress-strain curve of test B tends to 
follow a normally consolidated form of response with no appreciable yield point and with 
dominant contractive behavior, with dilatant behavior observed at advanced stages of the 
shearing. The stress and axial strain curves of test A, C and D shows a stiff pre-yield 
response, which is consistent with the initial elastic stress path lying inside the yield 
surface, which was dragged by the previous p and s paths involved in those tests (OC 
state). In those tests, the soil volume initially contracts, but at axial strains around 6 % the 









Figure 5-15 Evolution of LC and yield surface (B1B2) 
 
 
The gradual plastic straining involved from the beginning of the stress and axial 
strain curve of test B, as well as the stiff pre-yield response of tests A, C and D, are 
adequately reproduced. However, yielding is very sudden on the predicted curves and 
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further refinement is necessary to provide a smoother transition. A satisfactory agreement 
from a qualitative point of view can also be observed regarding the volume change 
behavior at initial stages of shearing (i.e. less than 5%). The predicted normally 
consolidated behavior of test B displays a notable contractive response, which becomes 
less important in the lightly overconsolidated states. However, the model fails in 
simulating the observed dilatancy at medium/advanced conditions without the ability of 
predicting the observed strain softening. An upgraded model is proposed in the next 
section to overcome these problems and to achieve a closer modeling of the experimental 
results. 
5.4 Enhanced BBM with sub-loading concepts 
In this section, an enhanced BBM model is introduced. The highlight of the new 
model includes sub-loading concept (Hashiguchi, 1977, 1989) and new hardening 
parameter evolution law. The main components of the upgraded BBM are presented first, 
followed by the validation of the proposed approach using the experimental results 
modelled in the previous sections, plus some additional ones. 
5.4.1 Enhanced BBM Model formulation 
In the new formulation, the yield surface is slightly modified to include sub-






F p p p Rp
M
          (5-6) 
where p is the mean net stress, q the deviator stress and s the suction, R is the sub-
loading ratio ranges from 0 to 1. M is the slope of critical line in the q-p space. 
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In this equation, s sp k s is related to the increase in apparent cohesion with 
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        (5-7) 
where *0p  the yield net stress for saturated conditions, is the hardening parameter 
and ( )s  is the slope of the virgin compression line for isotropic conditions. ( )s  is 
related to suction through: 
( ) (0) (1 )exp( )s s                (5-8) 
 is the slope of the virgin compression line for saturated conditions,  is the 
slope of the (elastic) isotropic unloading – reloading paths and pc is a reference stress. r is 
a parameter controlling soil compressibility and  provides the rate of change of  
with s. 
It is assumed in the model that isotropic hardening is controlled by plastic 
volumetric and shear strains (  ,
p p


















      (5-9) 
Where pvd  is plastic volumetric strains and e is void ratio. Ds is an experimental 
parameter. This expression is similar to many previous models proposed (Roberto Nova, 
1988; R Nova & Wood, 1979). 
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The evolution of the sub-loading ratio R is expressed as follows: 
pdR lnR d ?                     (5-10) 
where pd  is the increment of total plastic strain; is the parameter that controls 
the rate of the evolution of the sub-loading yield surface. 








          (5-11) 
Where  is the slope of the unloading/reloading line in the e-log(p)’ space. The 








                  (5-12) 
whereis the poisson's ratio. 






P p p p Rp
M

                    (5-13) 
Where is a constant related to M,  and λ(0), which is adopted to predict zero lateral 
strain for K0 loading. 








        (5-14) 
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where sis the compressibility modulus against suction changes. patm is 
atmospheric pressure that is added to avoid infinite values as s approaches zero. 








                   (5-15) 
where s is the compressibility modulus against suction changes in plastic region. 
5.4.2 New modeling results  
The updated BBM model includes two extra parameters compared with the 
original BBM. Ds is set to be 0.3 and equals 100. Figure 5-16 shows the new modeling 
results with the experimental data. It is clear that the sharp transition between elastic and 








Figure 5-17 shows the predicted enhanced BBM responses on shearing and the 
experimental results for the different tests. For test A, there is sharp stress transition 
between elastic and plastic part which produced using original BBM (Figure 5-15) because 
of the OC state. In the new modeling results, this unrealistic prediction is replaced by a 
smooth transition between elastic and plastic part. The same comment can be made to Test 
C and Test D. The stress-strain relationship is captured quite well by the enhanced BBM. 
For the volumetric deformation, it is noted that the new model not only be able to capture 
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the deformation at the early stage of the shearing (which is accomplished by BBM too), 










Two additional triaxial compression tests conducted at different confining pressure 
were selected to further validate the new model. The NC-0.3 test is sheared at a confining 
pressure 0.3 MPa, while the OC-1.2 is sheared at initial confining pressure 1.2 MPa. These 
two tests belong to the similar test as Test B, which is sheared at 0.6 MPa. The suction of 
all three tests are maintained at 0.8MPa. All the model parameters are kept the same and 
only confining pressure is changed. Figure 5-18 shows the modeling results together with 
the experimental data. It is clear that the enhanced model is able to capture the behavior 




Figure 5-18 Shear at different confining pressure (0.3, 0.6, 1.2 MPa) 
 
 
5.5 Conclusions and discussion 
Suction-controlled triaxial tests were conducted to investigate the mechanical 
behavior of partially saturated clay silt. Different suction-stress paths were produced in 
the experiments and the mechanical response of the soil is recorded. The samples are 
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subjected on different hydraulic (wetting/ drying) and isotropic loading path before 
shearing to examine the influence of suction variations on the mechanical response of 
partially saturated soil. It can be concluded that the soil can become lightly over-
consolidated under these hydraulic and loading path subjected before shearing. 
Collapsible and shrinkage(plastic) deformation may occur depending the stress level and 
suction experienced. The experimental programme was also focused on the determination 
of the mechanical parameters within the context of the model, which is formulated in the 
framework of hardening elasto-plasticity and uses two basic variables: the net stress and 
the suction.  
The BBM which unitizes the parameters obtained from the tests was selected to 
reproduce the soil response tested. From the comparison of the experimental results and 
modeling results, it showed that the BBM is capable of capturing the response observed 
in the wetting/drying and loading/unloading test results both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. The stress-strain response during shearing phase was also reproduced by 
BBM satisfactorily.  The lightly over-consolidated state of soil caused by the various stress 
path was reflected in the stiff pre-yield response shown in the modeling results and gradual 
yielding is produced for the normally consolidated sample. However, it failed in predicting 
the post-yield transition between the contraction and the dilatancy of the ultimate shearing 
stage, which experienced by all the samples. Further refinements are required to improve 
the agreement between predicted and observed stress-strain curves by using a different 




The proposed enhanced BBM successfully eliminated the unrealistic sharp 
transition produced by the original BBM but kept all the other features which prove to be 
appropriated in modeling partially saturated soils. The dilatancy of the experienced by the 
samples at the ultimate shearing stage are also well produced by the new enhanced BBM. 
It is safe to say that both BBM and enhanced BBM proposed here are valuable tools which 
is able to provide insight of the mechanical behavior of partially saturated soils and 















6  MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF MICP TREATED SAND 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP) is an innovative biomediated soil 
improvement method that can be used to induce cementation within originally loose and 
collapsible soils such as sand. Through MICP treatment, bacterially induced calcium 
carbonate can be generated in the void and at the contact of the soil matrix, thus creating 
artificial cementation on original soil matrix.  
The idea of utilizing MICP as a soil improvement method for geotechnical 
problems has become popular recently. For example, Whiffin et al. (Whiffin et al., 2007) 
found significant improvement in the behavior of soils treated with MICP in terms of both, 
strength and stiffness . The large-scale experiments conducted by van Paassen et al. (L. A. 
van Paassen, Ghose, et al., 2010) were aimed at investigating the feasibility of MICP as a 
ground improvement method.  It was observed that the stiffness of the treated sand 
increase significantly.  
Recent modeling efforts associated with MICP treated soils have been mainly 
focused on the prediction of biogeochemical processes and precipitated calcite distribution 
(Barkouki et al., 2011; Fauriel & Laloui, 2012; B. Martinez et al., 2011; Van Wijngaarden 
et al., 2011, 2012). Despite the substantial interests in MICP, the modeling of the 
mechanical behavior of MICP treated soil is still limited. Fauriel & Laloui (Fauriel & 
Laloui, 2012) developed a bio-chemo-mechanical coupled approach to simulate the 
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behavior of MICP treated soils. The mechanical constitutive model is based on non-linear 
elastic framework. Feng and Montoya Feng and Montoya (2015) used the discrete element 
method to study the mechanical behavior of MICP treated sands.  
This section focusses on the mechanical modeling of sands treated with MICP. 
This aspect is a key component for performing realistic analyses of engineering problems 
involving this type of material. An elastoplastic critical state mechanical model is 
suggested for simulating the behavior of MICP treated sands. The proposed approach 
attempts to improve some of the limitations of previous models based on elasticity (Fauriel 
& Laloui, 2012), with the intention of reproducing more accurately degradation processes 
and irreversible behaviors typically observed in cemented soils. The model considers 
specific features of MICP sands, such as the stiffness, strength and dilation enhancement 
due to the calcite precipitation. The model also introduced the simulation of bond 
degradation processes and sub-loading concepts. The proposed framework was validated 
against recently published experiments involving not only MICP samples treated with 
different calcite (CaCO3) contents, but also under different test conditions (i.e. various 
confining pressure and loading path). In the following sections, the mechanical behavior 
of MICP treated sand is briefly reviewed. The rationale and benefits of the adopted 
elastoplastic framework are introduced afterwards, together with the main features and 
application of the proposed model to reproduce the behavior of MICP treated sand 





6.2 Mechanical behavior of MICP treated sand 
Experimental investigation involving MICP treated sands (Barkouki et al., 2011; 
M. Burbank et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2013; Chou et al., 2011; J. T. DeJong et al., 2006; 
Feng & Montoya, 2015; H. Lin et al., 2015; Montoya & DeJong, 2015; Tagliaferri et al., 
2011; Weil et al., 2011) has revealed that this type of material are stronger and less 
compressible than the untreated host sand specimens under similar testing conditions. The 
MICP treated sands exhibit higher shear strength and more dilation under shearing and 
soften more after yielding. For example, Figure 6-1 presents the stress-strain behavior and 
strain-volumetric response of untreated and MICP treated sand samples under triaxial 




Figure 6-1 Triaxial drained tests involving untreated and MICP treated specimens 
in terms of stress–strain behavior and volumetric response. Experimental data 
from (Montoya & DeJong, 2015) 
 
 
The stiffness, deviatoric peak stress and dilation of the MICP treated sand 
increased significantly respect to the untreated sample. Furthermore, the increase in 
precipitated calcite content is generally associated with both, a higher stiffness and 
strength, as well as with a more marked softening after peak stress and dilation (Figure 
6-2). This kind of phenomena can be explained by two related mechanisms: 1) the induced 
calcite precipitation provides bonding effect between mineral particles, increasing the 
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stiffness and strength of the MICP treated soil; and 2) calcite precipitation not only create 
larger sized grains (with more kinematic restraints) but also densify the soil by filling the 
voids between soil particles, leading to a higher dilation when the soil matrix is sheared.  
 
Figure 6-2 Triaxial drained tests on MICP treated specimens with different 
CaCO3 contents in terms of stress–strain behavior and excess pore pressure 





Another interesting behavior of MICP treated soils is the degradation of the 
cementation during loading. As shown in Figure 6-3, soil deformations may deteriorate 
the bonds induced by calcite precipitation which in turn reduces its contribution to the 
enhancement of stiffness and strength. The degradation of cementation during loading of 
MICP treated sands has been clearly captured by using the shear wave velocity monitoring 
technic. (e.g. (J. T. DeJong et al., 2006; Montoya & DeJong, 2015; Weil et al., 2011))  
 
  
a)                                          b)                                               c) 
Figure 6-3 Schematic representation of MICP sand: a) untreated sand; b) 
MICP treated sand; c) damaged MICP treated sand 
 
 
The spatial distribution of the bonding aggregates (CaCO3) may also influence the 
mechanical behavior of MICP treated soils (A Al Qabany & Soga, 2013; Cheng et al., 
2013; Chou et al., 2011; H. Lin et al., 2015). For example, to investigate the mechanical 
behavior of MICP treated sands, Lin et al. (2015) performed several sets of triaxil  
compression tests on MICP treated sand and their results demonstrate that the mechanical 
properties of MICP-treated sands are not only controlled by the average or bulk CaCO3 
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content, but also by the spatial distribution of CaCO3 in the pore space of the host sands. 
Three types of morphology for MICP treated sands were identified through scanning 
electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy by Lin et al. (H. Lin et al., 
2015): a) contact cementing; (b) grain coating; (c) matrix supporting. However, more 
research is still needed to evaluate the morphology influence on the mechanical behavior 
of MICP treated sands. 
In the following sections, the main components of the proposed elastoplastic 
framework for MICP sands are discussed in detail, followed by the application of the 
model in different experiments involving MICP treated sand specimen. 
6.3 Model description 
The mechanical constitutive model present hereafter is based on the elastoplatic 
soil mechanics and it includes some ingredients that corresponded to the features of MICP 
treated sand (i.e. calcite participation cementation effect and bond damage). Sub-loading 
concepts (Hashiguchi, 1989) are also introduced to account for a more realistic modeling 
of soil behavior. The proposed model is hereafter named: MICP-Sand model. 
6.3.1 Yield surface 
There are three yield surfaces involved in MICP-Sand model, namely Modified 
Cam-Clay (MCC) yield surface, MICP enhanced yield surface and sub-loading yield 
surface. The MCC yield surface is used to describe the mechanical behavior of sand 






F p p p
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where p’ and q are the mean effective and deviatoric stresses, respectively; M is 
the slope of critical line in the q-p’ space; pc’ is the effective pre-consolidation pressure 
that is also one of the hardening variables of the model.  
The MICP enhanced yield surface considers the mechanical influence of calcite 
precipitation as a cementation factor. To account for this bonding effect, the hardening 
parameter pb is introduced into the model formulation. Subscript b refers here to the bond 
induced by calcite precipitation. This mechanism will induce an isotropic expansion of the 
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          (6-2) 
A linear relationship is assumed here to relate the content of CaCO3 and the 
mechanical hardening parameter pb: 
 b cp a m          (6-3) 
where mc is the mass content of the precipitated calcite, obtained as the mass ratio 
between the precipitated calcite and host sand. The reason to choose CaCO3 mass content 
here is because this value can reflect the cementation level and can be determined directly 
from laboratory tests. In Eq. (6-3) a is the scaling constant that relates the mass content of 
CaCO3 with the mechanical contribution of the CaCO3.n Eq. (6-3)  is the damage factor 
(i.e. 1 < < 0) that accounts for the degradation of the cementation during loading. When 
isequal to 1, the cementation induced by the calcite participation is intact, but as the 
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loading process degrades the cementation,  progressively decreases. As aproaches 0, 
all cementation effects tend to disappear. The proposed evolution law for is: 
p
qd d    ε           (6-4) 
where 
p
qdε  is the plastic deviatoric strain increment (defined for triaxial conditions 
as 1 3
p pd dε ε ); μ is a constant that defines the damage rate of the mechanical contribution 
from calcite precipitation. This evolution law implies that when the MICP treated sand is 
sheared, the cementation induced by MICP process will be undermined. This trend is 
consistent with experimental results (i.e.(J. T. DeJong et al., 2006; Montoya & DeJong, 
2015)). 
The third yield surface considered in the proposed model is the sub-loading yield 
surface. Conventional critical state model (e.g. MCC model), assumes that plastics strains 
occur when the stresses reach the yield surface. However, irrecoverable strains are also 
observed when the stress state is inside the yield surface. It is also well-known that the 
MCC model predicts a sharp transition between elastic and plastic states (particularly in 
soils with dilatancy). Thus, the sub-loading yield surface was incorporated to overcome 
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        (6-5) 
where R is the sub-loading ratio that ranges from 0 to 1. The sub-loading yield 





Figure 6-4 Yield surface adopted in the model 
 
 
As shown in Figure 6-4, the current stress state will stay on the sub-loading yield 
surface when the soil specimen is loaded thus creating plastic strain in the elastic domain 
and inducing a smooth transition between compressive and dilative soil behavior. 
The evolution of the sub-loading ratio R is expressed as follows: 
pdR lnR d ?            (6-6) 
where pd  is the increment of total plastic strain;  is the parameter that controls 
the rate of the evolution of the sub-loading yield surface. 
6.3.2 Stiffness matrix 
The soil elastic bulk modulus is calculated as follows: 
F
SUB 
R(pc+pb) pc pc+pb 
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where e is the void ratio; and  is the slope of the unloading/reloading line in the 
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6.3.3 Hardening law and flow rule 
The proposed model includes three different strain hardening parameters: pc, R and 
pb. Each hardening parameter has its own strain dependent evolution law. The hardening 
laws for pb and R is defined by Equations (6-4) and (6-6). The hardening law for the pre-
consolidation pressure pc is assumed to be depends on the plastic volumetric and shear 
strains (  ,
p p

















             (6-10) 
where  is the slope of the normal compression line in the e-log(p)’ space. Ds is 
an experimental parameter. This expression is similar to many previous models proposed 
by (R Nova & Wood, 1979). 
For the sake of the simplicity, an associated flow rule is assumed in this paper (i.e. 










σ σ                            (6-11) 
where  is the plastic multiplier and ' is the effective Cauchy’s stress tensor; pdε  
is the increment of plastic strain. A non-associated flow rule can be easily incorporated if 
necessary. 
6.3.4 Stress-strain relation 
The stress-strain relationship of the proposed elastoplastic model can be written as:  
 ' e pd d d σ D ε ε
                  (6-12) 
where dis the total strain increment. 
The consistency condition is imposed to ensure that the stress state remains on the 
yield surface during yielding: 
'
: ' p p R= 0
' p p R
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Using Equations (6-12), (6-13) and (6-14), the final stress strain relationship can 
be written as: 
'd dσ D ε             (6-14) 
where D is elastoplastic stiffness matrix, which can be expressed as: 
 
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                                                                                                                    (6-15) 
The equations above provide the relationship between external strain and effective 
stress to model the behavior of MICP treated sand. In a general case, the constitutive 
equation can be implemented numerically in finite element software and perform coupled 
modeling of MICP soil (i.e. bio-chemo-mechanical coupled model proposed by Fauriel & 
Laloui (2012)). In this section, the mechanical constitutive model proposed for MICP 
sands was integrated following the method proposed by Sloan et al. (Sloan, 1987) and all 
the analysis presented in this paper correspond to the ‘point integration level’ type, 
because the intention of this contribution is to explore the model capabilities and to 
validate it. 
6.4 Model application 
The performance of the proposed model was evaluated against available 
experimental data involving a variety of laboratory tests. All the experimental data are 
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from recently published works and detailed analyses are presented in the following 
sections. 
6.4.1 Host sand 
For most mechanical experimental studies related with MICP treated sand, Ottawa 
sand is deemed as the most popular choices as it provides the compatible particle size for 
the microbes to freely move throughout the pore space with sufficient particle contact for 
cementation to occur ((DeJong et al. 2006). In this study, the experimental results adopted 
to evaluate the model (Montoya and Dejone 2015, Feng and Montoya 2016) all took 
Ottawa sand as host sand. Thus, the host sand without MICP treatment from these 
literatures was firstly selected to calibrate the model parameters. 
The proposed model includes eight material parameters with actual physical 
meaning and 6 of them related to the host sand (, , M, Ds,) can be determined 
directly from experiment.  and M can be determined from triaxial drained and undrained 
test.  can be obtained from consolidation test. Ds is obtained from the dilation at failure 
from drained triaxial test. pc’ is assumed to vary with confining pressure. The material 
parameter for the host sand are summarized in Table 6-1. The modeling results together 







Table 6-1 Model parameters of Ottawa sand (reference soil) 
Model parameters for host sand 
  M=1.09 Ds=0.04  
 
For the rest of the model parameter, a, mc and μ are related with MICP treatment. 
The model parameter a accounts for enhancement effect of mc on the hardening variable 
pb can be directly determined by conducting isotropic tests in samples prepared with 
different CaCO3 content (mc). The parameter μ, that controls the effect of shearing on 
cementation damage, can be back-calculated from triaxial tests on MICP treated sand 
specimen. The CaCO3 mass content (mc) can be determined directly from the measuring 
the weight of dry MICP treated specimen and after acid washing. The estimation of the 
sub-loading parameter  can be found elsewhere (e.g., Hashiguchi 1988, Sanchez et al. 
2017), in short, this parameter controls how much plastic deformation in the elastic region 
and it can be obtained from triaxial tests. Table 6-2 shows the model parameters related 












Table 6-2 Model parameters related with MICP treatment 
Model parameters for MICP treatment 
a=200 * μ=6.5*  mc=measured from each test 
*assumed 
 
Compared with achieving a good fit for each given experiment, which typically 
requires a trial and error process in order to define a set of material parameters, it is more 
important to obtain a set of consistent results for a variety of tests using realistic parameters 
from experiment. In this sense, the developed model may help in gaining a more 
fundamental insight into the nature of MICP treated sand. 
6.4.2 Drained triaxial compression loading tests I   
Montoya and Dejone (Montoya & DeJong, 2015) conducted several triaxial 
drained compression tests by using MICP treated sand specimens. Two sets of triaxial 
drained tests at 100 KPa confining pressure were conducted to compare the stress strain 
behavior of the MICP treated sample and the untreated specimen. The treated specimen 
presented a moderate cementation with a velocity of approximately 450 m/s, while the 
untreated specimen had an initial shear wave velocity about 180 m/s.  
Table 6-3 lists the main soil index properties, alongside the testing conditions 






Table 6-3 Soil index properties and testing conditions 























Figure 6-6 presents the experimental stress-strain behavior and volumetric 
response of the MICP treated and untreated specimens discussed above (on the left), 
together with the model results (on the right). As shown in Figure 6-6a, the MICP treated 
specimen exhibits an increase of the peak shear strength when compared against the 
untreated sample. After reaching the peak strength, the MICP treated soil softens as the 
cementation degrades with continued shearing. The residual shear strength of the MCIP 
treated specimen tends to the untreated specimen. The treated specimen exhibits more 
dilation compared with untreated one. The model performance is satisfactory in terms of 
the stiffness and peak strength increase due to cementation as shown in Figure 6-6b. The 










            a)                                                                b) 
 
            c)                                                               d) 
Figure 6-6 Comparison of experimental and modeling results of drained 
triaxial compression tests on MICP treated sand (a) stress–strain behavior of the 
experiment; (b) stress–strain behavior of modeling; c) volumetric response of the 
experiment; d) volumetric response of the modeling 
 
 
Figure 6-7 shows the stress path and the evolution of void ratio versus mean 
effective stress evolution during loading. The plots on the left is experimental data and the 
computational results is on the right. The stress path of the treated sample in the 
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experiment shows some unexpected changing at the final stage of the experiment which 
could influence the accuracy of the results. The model capture well the general trend of 
stress path evolution of both specimen during loading. Both specimens were under 
compressive deformation at the early phase of the test and started to dilate with continuing 
shearing. The model reproduced the general trend of the test but with some deviations 
from the experimental data, particularly at the MICP treated sand specimen. Further 
examination found that the experimental results of the void ratio evolution for the MICP 
treated specimen at the late stage is not recorded correctly when compared with volumetric 













a)                                                              b) 
  
c)                                                                d) 
Figure 6-7 Comparison of experimental and modeling results: a) stress path 
evolution (experiment); b) stress path evolution (modeling); c) mean effective stress 








The evolution of shear wave velocity can (approximately) represent the trend of 
cementation damage during shearing (Montoya & DeJong, 2015). In the context of the 
adopted framework, pb provides an idea that can be considered as an equivalent variable, 
because it informs about the cementation evolution during loading predicted by the model. 
Figure 6-8 presents the evolution against the axial deformation of both, the shear wave 
velocity (i.e. from the experimental study of the MICP treated specimen), and the 
hardening parameter (i.e., from the modeling of this experiment). A good correlation 
between these two trends can be observed, implying that pb can provides a helpful insight 
about how the cementation degradation evolves in this type of soils.  
 
 
Figure 6-8 Comparison of cementation degradation mechanism of the 






6.4.3 Drained compression loading with various CaCO3 mass content  
As discussed in Section 6-2, the increase in precipitated calcite mass content is 
generally associated with both, a higher stiffness and strength, as well as with a more 
marked softening after the peak stress and dilation. To illustrate the model’s ability to 
capture this type of behavior of MICP treated sands, triaxial drained compression tests 
performed by Feng and Montoya (2015) were adopted in this study. Ottawa sand was 
adopted as the host sand for preparing three MICP treated specimens with different mass 
content of CaCO3 that were sheared at a constant confining pressure of 200 KPa. The soil 
index properties, alongside the testing conditions related to these samples are listed in 
Table 6-4. 
Table 6-4 Soil index properties and testing conditions 

































Figure 6-9 presents the experimental stress-strain behavior and volumetric 
response of the MICP treated and untreated specimens discussed above (on the left), 
together with the modeling results (on the right). It is observed that most of specimens 
shown a dominant dilative volume change and strain softening behavior at this level of 
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confining pressure. The sample with the higher mass content presents increased dilative 
behavior. Also in these tests, a marked increase in the initial stiffness and shear strength 
is observed with the increase of mass content of CaCO3. As shown in Figure 6-9a, the 
MICP treated samples exhibit a higher stiffness and strength than the untreated specimen. 
The stiffness and strength enhancement increase with the cementation level. The model 
manages to reproduce the general behavior by increasing the mc. As shown in Figure 9c, 
the dilative volumetric deformation is also increasing with CaCO3 mass content. For the 
specimen with 5.3 % mass content of CaCO3, it seems to exhibit less dilative volumetric 
deformation at the final stage of the test as it was shown in Figure 6-9c by crossing the 
specimens with less CaCO3. This can be explained as follows: for the specimen with 5.3 % 
CaCO3 the soil particles’ movement is localized to the shear band resulting in smaller 








   
a)                                                                  b) 
   
  c)                                                               d) 
Figure 6-9 Comparison of experimental and modeling results of drained 
triaxial compression tests on MICP treated sand (a) stress–strain behavior of the 
experiment; (b) stress–strain behavior of modeling; c) volumetric response of the 








Figure 6-10 shows additional information of the model regarding the stress path in 
q/p space with initial, final sub-loading yield surface and boundary yield surface of each 
case. The stress paths of all these cases start with the same initial sub-loading yield surface 
and evolves following the typical stress path of a triaxial compression drained test, while 
staying on the sub-loading yield surface. At the end of the shearing (i.e. 12 % axial strain), 
different final yield surfaces were reached. 
 
a)                                                                b) 
  
c)                                                                  d) 
Figure 6-10 Evolution of stress and corresponding yield surfaces. a) 
untreated;b)1.2% c) 2.4% and d) 5.1% 
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The plots in Figure 6-11 shows more details about how the main variables of the 
model evolve for the 2.4 % mass calcite content case. Figure 6-11a presents the evolution 
of damage factor and sub-loading ratio. As expected, during shearing, damage starts while 
the sub-loading ratio continue increasing. Figure 6-11b shows the evolution of the 
effective pre-consolidation pressure, bonding hardening parameter and the effective 
hardening parameter during the experiment. The effective pre-consolidation pressure 
increases first, as the stress state lies on the left side of the sub-loading yield surface. Then, 
it begins to decrease because of the dilative volumetric deformation. The bonding 
hardening parameter keeps decreasing, as it is controlled by the damage factor. The 
evolution of the effective hardening parameter depends on the evolution law of R, and 
pc. The peak of effective hardening parameter (  c bR p p ) corresponds to the peak 










Figure 6-11 Evolution of main variables: a) damage factor (X) and sub-
loading ratio (R); b) effective pre-consolidation pressure (pc), bonding hardening 




6.4.4 Parametric study-damage rate 
The cementation degradation under loading is observed in MICP treated sands (J. 
T. DeJong et al., 2006; Montoya & DeJong, 2015; Weil et al., 2011). By tracing the shear 
wave velocity during the test, the cementation damage process can be captured. It is 
interesting to notice from the literatures that MCIP treated sand specimen may endure a 
different rate of damage during shearing. To capture this kind of behavior, a damage 
mechanism is incorporated into the proposed model. According to Equation (6-4), the 
cementation effects associated with calcite precipitation will decrease as plastic shear 
strains accumulate, and μ is the constant that controls the cementation damage rate. In this 
section, a series of triaxial drained tests adopting same CaCO3 mass content subjected to 
triaxial conditions (drained) are simulated. The initial confining pressure of all cases is 
100 KPa. The mass content of CaCO3 is 2.4%. All the model parameters are the same as 
the host soil but μ (Table 6-5).  
 
Table 6-5 Different damage rates adopted in this study 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
μ= 1.5 μ= 4.5 μ= 8.5 μ= 16.5 
 
 
Figure 6-12 shows how the damage rate can be adjusted for tests conducted at the 
same CaCO3 mass content, illustrating the model flexibility to capture different features 
of behavior of treated soils. As of the damage rate increases, a lower peak strength is 
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predicted together with more softening. However, the initial stiffness of MICP samples is 
almost unchanged. Lower dilative volumetric strains are observed with the increase of 
damage rate. 
 a)  
   b)  
Figure 6-12 Modeling the drained triaxial tests on MCIP treated sand (a) 




Figure 6-13 shows the evolution of the main variables (i.e. pc’, pb, , and R) against 
axial strains during shearing. The bonding hardening parameter decreases more noticeably 
when a higher value ofis adopted. The evolution of R is identical for all the cases and it 
reaches the maximum value (i.e. R=1) around 7% axial strain. In case 1, which 
corresponds to the lower damage rate, the bonding hardening parameter reaches about 700 
KPa at 15% of axial strain. While in case 4 the bonding hardening parameter is around 30 
KPa, because of the higher damage rate. The parameter R(pc+pb) correspond to the 
effective hardening parameter which control the stress strain behavior of MICP treated 
specimen. As shown in Figure 6-13 from case 1 to case 4, the gap between R(pc+pb) and 
pc is decreasing with the increasing of damage rate. This trend reveals that with the damage 
of MICP specimen, the sand part of the specimen starts to dominate the mechanical 









a) b)  
c) d)  
Figure 6-13 Evolution of main model variables (pc’, pb, , and R) against 
axial strain: a) case 1 b) case 2 c) case 3 d) case 4 
 
 
6.4.5 Drained loading under various confining pressure   
It has been found that the mechanical response of MICP treated sand is also 
depending on the confining pressure. So it is necessary to check the model’s performance 
in this aspect. Feng and Montoya (2015) performed a series of triaxial drained 
compression test on MICP treated sand with similar mc but under different confining 








Table 6-6 Soil index properties and testing conditions 





























Figure 6-14 presents the experimental stress-strain behavior and volumetric 
response of the MICP treated specimens discussed above (on the left), together with the 
model results (on the right). It is observed that, at similar cementation level, the 
mechanical response of MICP treated sand is largely influenced by confining pressure. 
With the increase of confining pressure, shear strength of the MICP treated sand specimen 









   
a)                                                                  b) 
  
c)                                                                     d) 
Figure 6-14 Comparison of experimental and modeling results of drained 
triaxial compression tests on MICP treated sand (a) stress–strain behavior of the 
experiment; (b) stress–strain behavior of modeling; c) volumetric response of the 
experiment; d) volumetric response of the modeling 
 
Figure 6-15 shows the stress path evolution during loading and the evolution of 
void ratio versus mean effective stress. The plots on the left is experimental data and the 
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computational results is on the right. It is clear to find that the model can reproduce the 
different stress path and void ratio evolution caused by different confining pressure 
observed in these experiments. 
  
a)                                                                b) 
    
c)                                                                d) 
Figure 6-15 Comparison of experimental and modeling results: a) stress 
path evolution (experiment); b) stress path evolution (modeling); c) mean effective 




6.4.6 Drained loading under various loading path   
After exploring the proposed models’ performance under drained triaxial 
compression condition, it is necessary to investigate how the model will perform under 
different loading path. The experiments conducted by (Montoya & DeJong, 2015)  were 
selected in this study. Three MICP treated sand specimen with similar mass content of 
calcite were sheared under different drained loading paths: axial compression, radial 
extension decreases, and increasing deviatoric stress while keeping constant mean 
effective stress. Table 6-7 lists the main soil index properties, alongside the testing 
conditions related to the samples and experiments. 
 
Table 6-7 Soil index properties and testing conditions 

























100 Constant p 0.72 1.25 
 
 
Figure 6-16 presents the experimental stress-strain behavior and volumetric 
response of the MICP treated and untreated specimens discussed above (on the left), 
together with the model results (on the right). As shown in Figure 6-16a, the shear strength 
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of MICP treated sand is influenced by the stress path. The commentated specimen 
subjected to axial compression showed the highest peak and residue shear strength. In 
contrast, the cemented specimen subjected to radial extension exhibited the minimum peak 
and residue shear strength while the specimen subjected under constant p loading path was 
in the middle. Figure 6-16b shows that under radial extension condition, the MICP treated 
specimen shows more dilative deformation compared with specimen under the other two 
loading path. By comparing the modeling and experimental results, it concludes that the 
model could capture the fundamental nature of MICP treated sand exhibited in the 
experiment quite well. The model predictions, even is satisfactory, are far from perfect as 
the dilation in the radial extension case in highly over predicted. It is advised that this type 
of problems can be dealt first by checking the parameters adopted and to see whether more 
appropriate values exist. It is then convenient to seek other constitutive relations between 












a)                                                                  b) 
 
c)                                                                d) 
Figure 6-16 Comparison of experimental and modeling results of drained 
triaxial compression tests on MICP treated sand (a) stress–strain behavior of the 
experiment; (b) stress–strain behavior of modeling; c) volumetric response of the 
experiment; d) volumetric response of the modeling 
 
 
Figure 6-17 shows the stress path evolution during loading and the evolution of 
void ratio versus mean effective stress. The plots on the left is experimental data and the 
computational results is on the right. It is clear to find in Figure 6-17a that there are 
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disturbances happened at the final stage of the experiment which caused problems 
recording the corrected stress path. For example, the peak stress of the radial extension 
test reaches about 110 KPa in Figure 6-16a, but in Figure 6-17a, the peak stress only 
reaches 75 KPa which contradicts the previous results. However, this should not be a 
problem for the model’s capability in reproducing the stress path observed in these 
experiment as shown in Figure 17b. The general trend of the void ratio evolution is also 
















 a)                                                                  b) 
            
c)                                                               d) 
Figure 6-17 Comparison of experimental and modeling results: a) stress 
path evolution (experiment); b) stress path evolution (modeling); c) mean effective 








6.5 Conclusion and discussion 
A mechanical constitutive model for MICP treated sand was presented in this work. 
Experimental observations have shown that the presence of CaCO3 cementation impact 
on different aspects of the soil behavior, amongst others: stiffness, peak stress, softening 
behavior and dilation. It has been observed that these features of soil behavior depend on 
CaCO3 content, confining pressure and loading path as well.  
The core components of this model include a modified Cam-Clay yield surface, 
sub-loading concepts for modeling the plastic strains generally observed inside the yield 
surface, MICP induced cementation enhancement and cementation degradation upon 
loading. The formal full mathematical framework was presented and discussed in detail. 
One thing worth mentioning is that this model contains only 8 parameters and all of them 
can be determined through simple experimental tests.  
The resulting model has many features that appear to follow experimental 
observations. The model is able to reproduce the increase of stiffness, the peak strength 
and dilation with the increased cementation level by comparing with several drained 
triaxial compression experiments. A relevant feature of the model is the ability to 
incorporate the bond degradation during loading. A parametric study related to the 
bonding damage rate is performed and it showed that the damage rate parameter in this 
model is effective in modeling the marked strain-softening behavior of MICP treated sand 
specimen. The model also provided serval internal variables which can be traced during 
the simulation to provide a better understanding of the fundamental behavior of MICP 
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treated sand. The behavior of MICP treated sand under various loading path is also studied 
through comparing the modeling and experimental results.  
In general, the ability of proposed model to achieve good qualitatively results were 
illustrated through comparing a variety of experimental result by using one set of host 
sand parameters. By considering the limited number of parameters employed and the 
simplicity of the mathematical structure of the model, it seems possible to conclude that 
the model presented may be considered a useful tool to describe the MICP treated sand 
















7 CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE FOR FURTHER WORK 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The research presented in this dissertation covers geomechanical modeling of three 
distinct complex soil systems: gas hydrate bearing sediment, partially saturated soils and 
microbially induced calcite precipitation treated sand. For each type of soil, the 
dissertation follows a consistent methodology: firstly, the relevance of understanding the 
main features associated with the mechanical behavior of the complex soil systems under 
study are identified. Then the current knowledge of mechanical properties of the complex 
soil systems is summarized and the necessity of new research development is recognized. 
Lastly, the new mechanical constitutive models account for the observed mechanical 
response of the complex soils are described in detail and corresponding validations of the 
proposed models are presented and discussed. In this section, the major conclusions and 
future work of each complex soil are presented separately. 
7.2 Gas hydrate bearing sediment 
The mechanical behavior of GHBS is highly complex because of the existence of 
ice like hydrates in the sediments pore space. The main conclusions regarding the 
mechanical characteristics of GHBS are summarized as follows: 
✓ The stiffness, shear strength and dilative deformation increase with the 
increase of hydrate saturation for the sample host sediment at similar condition 
(i.e., similar confine pressure, porosity, hydrates morphology). 
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✓ The mechanical response of GHBS depends on the type of hydrate pore habit 
(i.e., cementing, pore-filling, or load-bearing). The stiffness, shear strength 
and dilative deformation enhancement is more obvious in the cementing and 
loading bearing cases compared with the pore-filling. 
✓ It is anticipated that hydrates bonding effect in cementing case will be 
damaged during shearing. 
✓ It is observed that the stress level will also influence the mechanical response 
of GHBS. Higher confining pressure corresponds with higher stiffness and 
shear strength, but lower dilative deformation. 
✓ Hydrate dissociation is accompanied by profound changes in the sediment 
structure. During dissociation, GHBS may experience collapse deformation or 
shear failure if the sample is under normally consolidated condition or the 
shear stress exceed the maximum shear strength. 
An elastoplastic constitutive model based on HISS critical state framework was 
firstly introduced by the author. The major concepts adopted to accommodate the specific 
mechanical response of GHBS are summarized as follows: 
✓ This model is based on critical state soil mechanics and is suitable for strain 
hardening/softening soils. 
✓ This model incorporates multiple yield surfaces option which provides more 
flexibilities compared with previous work.  
✓ Sub-loading concept was adopted to provide a smooth transition between 
elastic and plastic part.  
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✓ Hydrates enhancement to the stiffness, strength and dilative deformation was 
considered by expanding the original yield surfaces. 
✓ Bonding effect and bond damage concept is incorporated to model the shear 
damage to the bond created by hydrates. 
The model was validated through a variety of triaxial tests conducted on GHBS 
specimens at constant Sh and the main conclusion are shown below: 
✓ The model was capable of capturing the difference in the mechanical response 
(enhanced stiffness, strength induced and dilative deformation) associated 
with different Sh values and also with the type of hydrate morphology. 
✓ This model also performs well under different ranges of confining pressure. 
Under low confining conditions, it was observed that the hydrate sediment 
behaved mainly as a strain softening material, with a marked dilatant behavior. 
While at higher confinements, the GHBS samples tended to act mainly as a 
strain hardening material, with contraction under shearing loads. 
A more advanced constitutive model based on critical state and stress-partition 
framework is presented after the HISS-MH model. The proposed model takes in account 
two basic aspects related to the presence of hydrates in soils:  
✓ The model considers that hydrates contribute to the mechanical stability of the 
sediment and the contribution is computed through stress partition concept. 
✓ The model contemplates that the presence of hydrates alters the mechanical 
behavior of sediments (e.g., providing hardening and dilation enhancement 
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effects), inelastic mechanisms are incorporated into a critical state model for 
the sediment to account for these effects.  
Several mechanical tests recently published are selected to study the model 
capabilities.  The experiments were chosen to cover the most relevant conditions related 
to GHBS behavior including tests performed at constant Sh. Particularly attention was paid 
to the study of the mechanical behavior of GHBS during hydrate dissociation under 
loading. 
✓ The model’s ability to reproduce the mechanical behavior of GHBS at 
constant Sh was investigated through a variety of tests. A wide range of 
hydrate saturations, confine pressure and different morphology are considered 
in the modeling and the model’s performance during all of these conditions 
was extremely satisfactory. 
✓ The model was also capable of capturing the volumetric soil collapsible 
compressive deformation observed during hydrate dissociation at constant 
stresses. 
✓ One remarkable contribution of this model is the ability to show how sediment 
and hydrates contribute to the mechanical behavior of GHBS respectively and 
how these contributions evolve during loading and hydrates dissociation.   
As for future work, it is suggested to perform more experiments to increase the 
available test data to help understand the mechanical behavior of GHBS. As shown in this 
dissertation, most of the parameters in the proposed models can be obtained from 
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laboratory testing and it would be interesting to utilize the proposed model and 
experimental study at the same time: i) using the experimental data to calibrate the 
proposed models’ parameters and further validate the models; ii) using the proposed model 
as a formal tool to analyze and explain the test results. Future research efforts should also 
be put on the implementation of the proposed models into THM-coupled modeling codes 
for GHBS implemented in finite element software (M Sánchez & Gai, 2016; Sanchez et 
al., 2014) to perform thermal-hydro-mechanical coupled analysis. 
7.3 Partially saturated soil 
Suction-controlled triaxial tests were conducted to investigate the mechanical 
behavior of partially saturated clay silt. Different suction-stress paths were produced in 
the experiments and the mechanical response of the soil is recorded. The samples are 
subjected on different hydraulic (wetting/ drying) and isotropic loading path before 
shearing to examine the influence of suction variations on the mechanical response of 
partially saturated soil. It can be concluded that the soil can become lightly over-
consolidated under these hydraulic and loading path subjected before shearing. 
Collapsible and shrinkage (plastic) deformation may occur depending the stress level and 
suction experienced. The experimental programme was also focused on the determination 
of the mechanical parameters within the context of the model, which is formulated in the 
framework of hardening elasto-plasticity and uses two basic variables: the net stress and 
the suction.  
The BBM which unitizes the parameters obtained from the tests was selected to 
reproduce the soil response tested. From the comparison of the experimental results and 
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modeling results, it showed that the BBM is capable of capturing the response observed 
in the wetting/drying and loading/unloading test results both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. The stress-strain response during shearing phase was also reproduced by 
BBM satisfactorily.  The lightly over-consolidated state of soil caused by the various stress 
path was reflected in the stiff pre-yield response shown in the modeling results and gradual 
yielding is produced for the normally consolidated sample. However, it failed in predicting 
the post-yield transition between the contraction and the dilatancy of the ultimate shearing 
stage, which experienced by all the samples. Further refinements are required to improve 
the agreement between predicted and observed stress-strain curves by using a different 
formulation of the flow rule and a gradual transition at yielding between elastic and plastic 
behavior. 
The proposed enhanced BBM successfully eliminated the unrealistic sharp 
transition produced by the original BBM but kept all the other features which prove to be 
appropriated in modeling partially saturated soils. The dilative deformation experienced 
by the samples at the ultimate shearing stage are also well produced by the new enhanced 
BBM. It is safe to say the enhanced BBM proposed here is a valuable tool which is able 
to provide insight of the mechanical behavior of partially saturated soils and enhance the 
current understanding of this complex soil system. 
7.4 MICP treated sand 
A mechanical constitutive model for MICP treated sand was presented in this work. 
Experimental observations have shown that the presence of CaCO3 cementation impact 
on different aspects of the soil behavior, amongst others: stiffness, peak stress, softening 
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behavior and dilation. It has been observed that these features of soil behavior depend on 
CaCO3 content, confining pressure and loading path as well.  
The core components of this model include a modified Cam-Clay yield surface, 
sub-loading concepts for modeling the plastic strains generally observed inside the yield 
surface, MICP induced cementation enhancement and cementation degradation upon 
loading. The formal full mathematical framework was presented and discussed in detail. 
One thing worth mentioning is that this model contains only 8 parameters and all of them 
can be determined through simple experimental tests.  
The resulting model has many features that appear to follow experimental 
observations. The model is able to reproduce the increase of stiffness, the peak strength 
and dilation with the increased cementation level by comparing with several drained 
triaxial compression experiments. A relevant feature of the model is the ability to 
incorporate the bond degradation during loading. A parametric study related to the 
bonding damage rate is performed and it showed that the damage rate parameter in this 
model is effective in modeling the marked strain-softening behavior of MICP treated sand 
specimen. The model also provided serval internal variables which can be traced during 
the simulation to provide a better understanding of the fundamental behavior of MICP 
treated sand. The behavior of MICP treated sand under various loading path is also studied 
through comparing the modeling and experimental results.  
In general, the ability of proposed model to achieve good qualitatively results were 
illustrated through comparing a variety of experimental result by using one set of host 
sand parameters. By considering the limited number of parameters employed and the 
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simplicity of the mathematical structure of the model, it seems possible to conclude that 
the model presented may be considered a useful tool to describe the MICP treated sand 
behavior and provide help in gaining a fundamental insight into the nature of MICP treated 
sand.  
7.5 Concluding remarks 
All the models present in this dissertation contain new features and advantages that 
previous modes did not consider. They are also able to reproduce the observed behavior 
with very satisfactory accuracy. Therefore, they can be used to as a tool to understand 
better some of the phenomena exhibited by these complex soils, which might be difficult 
to appreciate or quantify based on the experimental observations only.  
However, there exist plenty of research efforts left regarding these models.  More 
experimental tests should be conducted to further validate these models and then 
improvements can be made, if necessary. These models were developed in the general 
context of elasto-plasticity, which is quite straight forward to implement in finite element 
pieces of software. Thus, they may also be used to solve boundary value problems of 
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